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struction in the So. uth Side Shopping _ :Snow In Many Areas Of StateCenter, and is expected to be completed 6
this year. The downtown, . branch
i II, ssbuilding has been purchased by the City.' 
t) 1ociated Presk' at 32.5 inches, about four inches above Many -systems, especially thoK• , t i• - received another dose of , - mountainous regions, have been unable6f Murray. ' h. :. . - normal for an average winter season.'
Joe Dick is president of the Batik of , 
w:nter v+eatner toilay,..wnen an un-
sul.1,...iiiled storin dumped-a new layer of , 
more ;rouble was jorecasouriager in__ .-,..te.....operate buses on snow and ice-
Murray and is also chairman of the ._ the 'week, when a developing storiri is covered -secondary roads. Those-in .many portions, of trieboard of directors.-
Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon January 26, 1911
411.-
•
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Local Banking Institutions
Report $17.5 Million Gains
Local banking institutions have
reported a $17.5 million increase in the
past '12 months, according to the
-hit statements released by the,
lour .
Dees Bank of Hazel reported assets of
$9,365,000 at the end of 1976, as com-
pared with $8,399,701 at the end of 1975.
Peoples Bank reported assets at
$54,310,000, up frorn $48,381,214.
The local Federal Savings and Loan
reported assets of $10.5--million, - Boyd-
significantly from last year. The Bank president of the Peoples Bank.
of Murray showed assets of $82,601,000, Joe, Dick, president- of the Bank of
up from $72,953,746 a year ago. - said today 'We. were well •
Randall Patterson is president of the pleased with the growth during the year
1976, which was something in the area
of $10-nullion in deposit growth; and this
growth was during a period of in-
dustrial recession by virtue of ' the
Dees Bank, which is housed in a
modern building -in Hazel. Harold G.
Doran, Jr., is chairman of the board.
The Bank of Murray has two bran-
ches in addition to the main office
downtown. One is the new University
Branch on Highway 641 North, and the,
other is the downtown branch at Fifth
POplae---A---new--building- -for -the
• Tappan Plant being out. All other
segments of the economy- apparently
were very strong. During this past
year, we have: obviously undergone
major' physical expansions and would
hope!Aat these would be completed
around March 1. Hopefully, with the
Tappan strike being resolved, and
possibly a stronger national eco-
nomic' improvement, 1977 will be a
contintuition or slight improvement
'over the pastt-year Dick concluded.
Bruce Thomas, of the Federal
Savings and Loan; said today that-"1976-
was a very good year for this in-
stitution. The prospects for 1977 depend
on the success of the new (Carter)
adminiStratiOn's anti:inflation -and jobs
_ programs. Savings growth is con-
tinuing at a good pace, and there is a
large quantity of mortgage money
available." • _
Randall Patterson, president of Dees
Bank of -Hazel, said today that he feels
the economy is steadily improving, and
prospects look good for the coming
- year. "We're bigger than ever (in _
deposits)" he said, "and we haveample
assets to-take care of all our customers'
needs," he added.
• Bill Boyd, president of the Peoples •
Bank: said -With the chanfe-Ortl*---
administration in Washington, with all
the efforts they're going to put in, I feel
like we're going to see a rise in the -
economy over the short haul at least.
With the tax rebates and tax cuts,
liberalized depreciation schedules, and
more public works expenditures, I feel
the economy will be stimulated,"
nscheduled Storm Dumps More
• predicted to plunge -atures down schools able to meet this week will do soCon lhore,eilth_Bruce Thomas_ _ chief. executive • • near the zero-mark-agam.
Tax Breaks re Nuc eu
Of Carter Economy Plan
plans to Capitol Hill. The program isWASHINGTON (AP) - President
'Carter is opting for tax breaks, in- subject to approval Congress.
616 •
•
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TIGIA COUNTRY—Jerry Broach, 10asear-old son of







Jerry is a fifth grader at
Loan, with Bobby Grogan as vice-
president, Helen Foley as operations
officer and Peggy Baziell as teller. The
. Federal Savings and Loan is housed in
r eriji buildintatSexenthand Main.
Peoples Bank' maintains a drive-in
branch on South 12th Street, a TV drive-
in branch at Sixth and Main, and a
North Office at 12th and Chestnut in
addition to the main office downtown.
Harold Glenn Doran is chairman of
UI
in colder classrooms as - a result of• -
Th. \ WS had ferecasted a chanceoffic€r df the. Federal Savings and 'massive cutbaeks in gas allocations.'rit,s for. czrly today, but the flurries 
Ba ednon reveals stor thailia4
The additional cold also poses myriadStaff Photo by David Hill „ • moved through Kentucky during this interisitl_citin&scattige.ft SfIC"4.713ttcan-se'!- reand-selting minith, 'the upcon-ligi ptubrerns torbhfb Myer ports that have-of tht-rinturplay petwein a low pressure ,----1- _ - been idled by the'frozen suffice of the .
. and ,.'notit't- over tlit-Oreal Lakes. 
drop in s, tfinperatures'• will probably...-
once again severely. lest the- state's mighty waterway. Barge traffic tias-
S•___sy•sten, 10,.ated off the Atlantic Coast;
been all but halted because of the un-
• 'Ph- s:11%%• storm caused, hazardous-
dwin_dling energy supOly.
Utilities across the Commonwealth precedented freezing, and little im- .drp. ,L conditions on interstate awl provement is expected in the forseeable
Iry highways. in. central ;and , 
have' already ordered severe cuts in
natural gas while electric companies ' future. . . .Kentucky, said state Police,
w., blamed an outbreak of minor
_ • dents on . the additienal- •two ways to take the investment tax ; ipitation.
credit. They could reduce their tax .\"', NO..% spokesmaa in Covington said
have asked residential customers to Ports such as Louisville, Covington,
turn thermostats hetow68 degree r AiNvensboro and.Paducahrety-on barges- 
The residential beating problem has 6n-deliver,' of fuel 041;-n-L-1 ctarddnt
mounted because the weather has materials for highway clearing, as well
for d h at other
.all Americans, as the nucleus for his $31
billion package to stiraulate the
-economy. 1.
While the President does not plan to _
Send his economic proposals to
Congress until Monday, he discussed
them with congressional leaders
Tuesday. His budget chief, Bert Lance,
publicly revealed the plan for an.
across-the-board $50 rebate.
Lance said most taxpayers would
receive a $50 tax rebate for every
personal exemption claimed on their
tax returns. A family of four would
receive combined rebate of $200.
Lance gave no indication that there
would be any ceiling on the amount of,
rebate one family could get, other than
the $50 a person rate of rebate.
Organized labor contends that the
• new administration is placing tee ifiuch
emphasis on tax rebates and not enough
on jobmaking programs.
The AFL-CIO's top two leaders,
--George-- -Meany and Lane Kirkland,
planned to meet with Carter today at
the White House.
The AFIXIOlavors pumping the $30
billIon directly into jobs programs
- •=,„._XithOut tax.tor_cair.5.
- Lance said Tuesday that the rebates
would .go to taxpayers at all income
. levels, including the wealthy.
But he added that there ceuld be
variations in the $50 per - person
payment for some income groups, and
final details remain to be worked out.
'The. total amount of rebates and cash
payments would be about $11 billion.
The rebates would be on 1976 taxes. -
He said the government_ also would
try to make $50 payments to Sogial
Security recipients and the poor who
pay no taxes, although he said it may
not be possible to find all the eligible
poor. \ •
Lance estimated the two-year
package will total $31.3. billion, -in-
cluding $15.8 billion this yeah. Carter
.arid his advisers said on Jan. 7 that the
stimulus packtage would cost up to $30
billion.
Lanoe and other Carter ecbnomic
advisers will testify on the program
before congressidnal codunitteesnext
week after the President sends his
Partly Sunny
Partly s-iinn tOday with highs in the
mid 30s. Mostly cloudy tonight and
Thursday with a chance of snow. Lows
tonight 'mid to upper teens and highs
Thursday low to mid 30s.
Winds sOuthivesterly 10 to 15 miles an
'hour today and tonight becoming north-
westerly Thursdak.
ehancC of snow and cold
(MOM •for Friday- iS-Clolid, 'With a \
Precipitation 'chances 20. per cent
` tonight and 30 per centriersday. '
House Ways and Means Committee,
said he-has "no pi oblerns"-With thertax-
preposals and hopes they can clear.
Congress by the end of February. -
Lance also disclosed that Carter has
decided to include a second benefit for
businessmen-in his paekage, business u 82:5 billion, up
an increase in the investment tax credit from $2 billion estimated_ previous'
to 12 per cent from the current 10 per when Carter was considering only a 5
-cent: Lance said the purpose is to en= -per cent Strial Security tax credit. As
courage,neWbusiness investment: part Write change, the airnpunt .of the
Businessmen would have a choice of credit was reduced to 4 per cent.
the cost of new investments, or take a 4
per cent-tax credit equal to the amount
of their Social. Security tax _payments
for their employes.
They could not take both, Lance said.
He said the combined tax benefits for
New Display To Be
Featured At Library
A new display at the Calloway County
Public Library this week features
valentines collected by Mrs.' William S.
Major. -SU Mt. Lebanon, Kentucky
resident plays hostess to cupid via a
collection of old valentines and an in-
terest in the history of the custom she
jokingly refers. to as ”one...of the
greatest hoaxes perpetrated on men by
women."
Explaining_ that v.aientinp:s
originally was a pagan festival called
Lupercalia, Mrs. Major point's out that •
women's need for admiration had maiP"'
it a major coartshin custom by the 14th
or 15th Century.
'The idea of valentine 'Messages
March Of Dimes
Campaign Extended
The _energy crisis and the cold
weather- has extended the marching
time, for the March of Dimes fund
campaign until February 6,1977. •
Jerry fitch .and Jane Denbow,
chairwomen for the march, said that
the volunteers .,have been unable to
_canvas -the city and county due to the
bad weather.'
Mrs. Denbow said that citizens of the
county should remember when asked tb •
givethat the March of Dimes financed
the research that led to Seth's vaccine
for polio; and that research that will
save millions of children's lives is now
being financed by the money that
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seems to stem from St. Valentine's
custom of delivering baskets of fool,to
the needy - he dropped them off and
then ran, to remain anonymous. Many
of the -first valentine greetings were
delivered, unsigned, the same way,"
she said.
Mrs. Major's interest in valentines
began with a collection started -by her
husband's mother. The old albums, ko
whisk' _Mrs- Major _has-added, eigitaill
all types of greeting cards.
"Valentines are rattiOi• scarce.311oSt
of the best ones are in the TOW n
Museum and the Metropolitan Museum
of Art," Mrs. Major explained. "The
old handmade ones' truly are works of
art, and they were saved from year to
year and displayed on Valentine's Day
as art pieces."
"The public is cordially invited to
stop by the public library and view the
traditions of valentines and 'one of the
nicest things we women have going-for
us' that will be-on display in the foyer
through February," -a library'
spokesman said. , -
City Council To
Meet On, Thursday
.The Murray. Common Council will
hear two zoning ordinances on the first
reading and will receive a recom-
mendation on an appointment to the
Murray Housing Authority -at its
regular meeting Thursday at 7:30 p. m.
at City Hall.
Zoning ordinances-to- be considered
will rezone property owned by J. M
Marshall and Sid and Loretta Jobs on.
Syeamore front .residential to
, professional .office (PO) and another
rezoning property owned by W. R.
Perry, N. T. Beale, • Mildred Rarnett I
and Charles Clark on 8th Street from
-residential to Pg.
Mayor John E. Scott will recommedd
the appointment of Mrs. rasirford
(l3illie) Ray to the 'housing authority
according to agenda for the meeting.
The council will also consider a
resignation from the Fire Department. I .
- State Rep. _Kenneth C. Imes TD-
Murray today filed for re-election to
the Democratic nontriation for
representative from the Fifth District
Kentucky. Imes filed his papers With
Secretary of State Drexell Davis in
-.Frankfort.
The ‘Fifth District includes all of
Calloway County-and a portion-of Trigg
COUnty. • -
Imes is presently serving his third
tivo-year term in the -state House of
Representatives where he is chairman
lf the House, State Government Corn-
rnittee.
. The representative is to-owner of the




-1116-Miirray City School Board, will
hold its regular meeting Thursday at
seven p. m, at the board office, ac-
cording to Supt. FredSchultz.
Included on the agenda will be a
review isr the department of education
analysis of fiscal year audit for 1975-76;
consideratiqn of a cooperative pur-
chasing agreement with' Murray State
-University; a report on the Stite school
board convention; a -report on- van- .
dalistn by Assistant Superintendent Eli
-Alexandeil; arid the Aiperintendent's
raport,,which will include the status of





- 'Rut the. plan also -vivid include
plivisions to prevent gas producers
• from jacking up prices _ and taking
(See Energy, Page 12i
WASHINGToN AP • President
Carter. is expected to ask Congress for
power to remove price controls tete"-
porarily on. some natural gas and to
allocate the fuel to areas hardest hit by
shortages. '
• Carter, who pla ed to send his
energy proposals to pito! Phil today,
_ outlined the emergency plan for
congressional leaders' Tuesday.
_ -Jody Powell Carter - press•• secre y, said e measires wou
lead t m rginaf intIreaSesr i
as prives for eonsintiers.
-
most of their 'time at home because of_ State agencies have called in ad- . ..:, 't'.Y. 'd .8 inches of additional snow • _501001ani .umsiines _riosings, . - . . ditional ,trucks to help overcome the",--raii- Midnight Tuesday-thf 0u-0i-6-atm 
__ 
r
!,.diO, -twinging January's record to 
Thousands of school studebts have loss of river shipping, but trucki.have ,
_been Slowed by the icy highway - con-not been in a classroom since before '• • 28.8 inches. • The seasOn total stands





;that many schoel systems will be forced The Arthy Corps of Engineers i also
worried_about possible flooding in riverto call off classes the rest prthe.week...
tributaries When ttie ice cover does
thaw. In addition, the Corps believes -
that piles, of ice, called gorges, could
damage shorelines and claw.
Kentucky fariners have perhaps had
it harder than most during the extended •
cold spell, since moist of their work is
done outside. Farmers report livestock
• running short- of feed as well as falling
--The -first canflidate for Murray City
Council has filed his papers for the May
Democratic priMary, according to
County Court Clerk Marvin Harris.
- Billy Balentine, 1700 -Miller, has filed
for the office of councilman from Ward
through iced-over ponds in. search of
-drinking water.
Many communities were plagued by •
broken and frozen water pipluring
. last week's sub-zero smap; in fact, some
towns have only recently- corrected
, water problems
Local Veterans To Share
In Dividend Distribution
There are pleasant -tidings from-
Waallingtewlas-Callamlay-ra‘aty '4 war
veterans.
Some 410 of them will be sharing in a
$403 million cash distribution that will
be made in the months ahead.
The money represents dividends that
have been declared on GI insurance .
policies held by them.
The payout will be limited to World
War veterans and to those who Saw
service in the Korean War and will go
only to those who have maintaitied their
insurance policies in force_
Vietnam veterans, -who are 'covered
under Veterans Group Life Insurance
VGIJ kterm pOlicy that doesnot pay
dividends, will hot participate. They get
other compensating benefits.
Most of the recipients are the 3.5
million World War II vets who hold
National Service Life insurance
(NSLJt. They will split a $368 million
melon. '
The rest will go to World .War I vets
who are covered by U. S. Government
Life'Insurance ( USGII) and to Korean
vets , wile have Veterans Special Life
• Insurance
The 410 in Calloway County Who have
maintained their-policies in force will
be getting a total of approximately
0.000.
they repretent only`a traction, 21 per
cent, of the 2, 10 World War and Korean
veterans in the -Weal area. • - - - -
The Veterans Administration points
out that -the dilidend being _paid this
year to, veterans•across the country is
bigger than ever beftire.-It is'nearly $27
more than in 1976. • 1-- • -
The dividends, it notes, represent
• iet1irn- to policy holders of funds:that
are in excess. This includes interest
earned and sayings realized because
there were fewer deaths- than were
plACA. •
The individual dividend checks will_
vary in amount, depending uporithe
type of policy held, its size and the age
of the holder.
The general average, for those who
were in World War 1 is $202, 'for World
War .11 vets, $104, and, for the' others,
$22..
Those entitled to checks will receive
them automatically, without ap-
plication,. on the anniversary dates of




The Purchase' Area Fellowship will
meet Tuesday. Febryaryl at 7:00 p. in.
in the Circuit Court room, Graves
County Court House, Mayfield.
Rev,. Enoch RobertiOn, Paducah, is
chairman of the cordrnunity volunteer
organrzation which has as its main
purpose of retobilitation of offenders of
the law.
One of the immediate goals of the
Purchase•:, Area Fellowship ii facilities
for atentei- n providers for a prograrn----
of-ffiteeratirrg offenders of the law back
into -th_e±c_ommunitylin Atving_a_hdl and
Meaningful life, Rev. Rdbertson said, fit
ailmber ollsite's are being considered.
The organization is committed to the
use of tax dollar k in a community
volunteer prograM rather than building
more and -bigger prisons, • Rev.
Robertson added! - •
.•
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Recalled BN lirs. key
By Mrs. R. D. Key
January 17, 1977
• Well, I don't have much
tell as to visiting. The weather
6C1 lead people are staying in
their homes. It's the worst
weather I think since 1951
when freezing rain, ice and
snow came on January 22 and
stayed on until February 1.
During the big snow there
were no school sessions,
plants were closed, and the
mail did not run as the tem-
perature reached 22 below
zero.
'Remember 1960 when snow
fell the last of February
meaasuring from five to ten
inches, and stayed until the
last of March. Then in 1970 we
had lots of snow as ohJanuary
7 an amount of 31  inches fell
with four below. zero. Schools
were not in session and we had
six persons at prayer meeting.
Mrs. Ovie Wilson was ad-
mitted to the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris,
Term., on Monday and is
showing very little im-
provement.
Douglas Vandyke was
admitted to the Henry County
General Hospital on January
10 and stayed until Friday.







bulance to the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah,- for tests
to -and possibly surgery:-
Howard Morris was ad-
mitted to. _the. Baptist
Memorial Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn.„ on January 16 and was
scheduled for surgery
tomorrow. Morris Jenkins and
Charles Paschall took Mr.
Morris to Memphis.
Bro. James Phelps visited
Mrs. Ovie Wilson and Douglas
Vandyke while in the
hospitals.
Bro. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes visited Douglas Van-
dyke, Ivy Bucy, and Mrs. Ovie
Wilson in the hospitals on
Wednesday.
and Derrel Wilson visited Mrs.
Ovier.Wilson Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr,'
R. D. Key, and Glynn Orr
visited Douglas Vandyke on
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Maburn Key
visited Mrs_ Ovie Wilson in the
hospital Thursday.
Ceylon Morris and Mi. and
Mrs. Ralph Gallimore visited
Howard Morris and Mrs.
Jessie Paschall on Saturday.
Bro. and Mrs. Jerry Lee and
baby had as visitors on
Thursday, Bro. and - Mt's.
Warren Sykes and Mitch.
Bro. and Mrs. Glynn Orr,
Rickie and Bryan, visited
Howard Morris Saturday
afternoon, and then went on to
the home of Mr. and Mrs.
II I .a ;
1147--Ba014.
JONES BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Wayne Jones of MurrafFtoute
Seven, Lynn Grove. Road, are
the parents of a baby boy,
DaVid ChriSopher, weighing
seven poundi eight ounces,
measuring 21 inches, born on
Thursday, December 23, at
5:50 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
The father is employed by
Gus Robertson, Jr., in his
...farming interests.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Margie Jones of Owensboro,
Joe Jones of Warsaw, Ky., and
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Robertson,
Jr., of Murray Route Seven.
Great grandparents are Mrs.
Mary -Musgrave of Owen-c.
sboro, Mrs. Virginia Jones of
Philpot, Mr. and -Mrs. Gus
Robertson, Sr., and (he Rev.
and Mrs. R. A. Slinker, all or
Murray Route -Seven.
for supper.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins visited Douglas
Vandyke Saturday morning.
Charlie Wicker is scheduled
to enter the Western Baptist
Hospital:Paducah, on Sunday
for surgery.
The Christian Edmetion Committee of at first Christian Church
Cardinal invites Yoe fo- Ser-flte Production of -
1.4 V
THE STORY OF MOSES
aderiled for Ike time' Iron lin sepailbeitte production
6:30 PM, Sunday Evening, February 6, 1977
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
*ray, 14 Dr. David C. Roos, 14inislet
ft 
Wen aaailsbk •Ihe Clowd Mice- -Adaits:42,-Cliikkol-1-
McCOTCREON GIRL
Mr. and. Mrs. Gene Mc-
Cutcheon, .1709 Farmer Ave.,
Murray, are- the parents of a
baby girl, Jill Suzanne, born
Thursday, January 13 at 5:40
p. m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Jill Suzanne
_weighed five pounds, 15',2
ounces at birth and measured
19,1 inches.
The new arrival has one
brother, Russell Gene, age
412. The father is editor of The....
Murray Ledger & Times and
-of• •
inches, born on Wednesday,
January 19, at 1:30 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital,
They have another son.
Jeremy, age two. The father is
salesman fo'r the Frito-Lay.
Inc.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. John Grogan of Murray
Route Three and Lestel Elkins
of Murray Route Six. A great
grandfather. is T. J, Elkins of
Murray-Route_Six.
BOGGESS GIRL
A baby girl, Mona Renee,
weighing eight pounds and
measuring 1942 inches, was
born to Mr. and Mrs. Mickey
Boggess, 1706 Magnolia,
Murray, on thursday.
January 6, at 3:12 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway- County
Hospital.
They have two sons,
Michael, age twelve, and
Mark, age eleven, and another
daughter, Mitzi, age -eight
The father is owner of Boggess
Used Cars.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Elmo Boggess of Murray
Route Three and Mr. and Mrs.
Ruble Taylor of Lynn Grove.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Chesley Fairris of
Hazel, Mr. and Mrs. Dock
Boggess of Murray Route
Three, and Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Duncan of Allen Park; Mich
COOPER BOY
Single Prefers
To Live At Home
By Abigail Van Buren
0 11177 by It:Imago TnOnneN 5 News Synd Inc
_ -
DEAR ABBY: I'm a single 24-year-old woman who lives
at home with her family. I love my family and they love
me. They have plenty of room and I feel that I belong here..,
When some of my friends hear that! don't have my own
pad, they ask what's wrong 'with me.
Abby, why do So many young people leave perfectly
wonderfur homes to move into a cramped, crummy
apartment just to "get away" from home?
I have a good job and insist on contributing financially to
our home, so it's not as if I'm freeloading. I can move out
any time I want to, but I like it here.
Is there Something wrong witE- me? I know -others my
age who also live at home, but they seem embarrassed by
it
"'• LOVE MY HOME
DEAR LOVE: There is nothing wrong.with you. And
there is nothing wrong with people who prefer their own
pacgi. Different strokes for different folks.
DEAR ABBY: I hope that you will print this letter to
warn- other working wives. My husband an I lived in a
comfortable house in the suburbs. We have two young
children.
or aliing time I had asked my hu-SUild to hire-a live-1w
tinu5ekeepe-r, but tie was never very fond of the idea. Th
en
out of the blue he suggested hiring this girl. (111 call her
Amy.) I thought she was too young, but my husband said
she would be good for the kids. Good as she was for the
kids, she was better for him.
We are•now divorced. I hope you get the message.
CLEANINGALONE
MSU with a B. S. in nursing, is M
r. and -Bdra. Lain 5.
presently working at home as 
Cooper, 100 North Ninth
a mother and housewife. 
Street, Murray, announce the
Grandparents are Mr. and 
birth of a baby boy, Jarrod
Mrs. G. C. Wilson, 1000 Payne 
Mark, weighing seven pounds
St., Murray and Mr. and Mrs. 
12'2 ounces, and measuring
ZOL2 inches, born on Sunday.
D. E. McCutcheon of Paris,
Tenn. Maternal great- 
January 23, ar 3:34 a.m. at the
grandparents are Mrs. 
Murray-Calloway County
Lurleen Shekell and Mrs.
Hedy Wilson of Paris.
Paternal great-grandparents
are Mrs. Ada McCutcheon and
E. C. Russell, also of Paris.
GROGAN BOY
'Jason Todd is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Steve
GLogarl pf Murray Route
Three for their baby boy,





They have another son.
Jaion MattheV, age- eleVen
months. The father is- em-
ployed as plant chemist_ at
Airco Carbide, Calvert City.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Ivan Earl .Cooper of
Hazel Route One, Mrs
Frances Cromwell of
Harriman, Tenn., and Robert
Matthew Russell of Johnson
City, Tenn. A great grand-












DEAR CLEANING: So what's the message? That no
,
man can 'be trusted with a female domestic under 
70?
Sorry, I don't buy it. The message I get from your letter
 is
that -YOUR-husband -can't be trusted, peribel.
DEAR ABBY: I have a neighbor..who .constantly
complains about her health. She never feels "up to" doing
anything, except when something comes along that s
he
really wants to do.
She is constantly talking' abOut her sympto
ms,
medication and visits to the doctor. Her case is always the
"rarest," or the most complicated the doctor has ever seen,
according to her.
I have listened to her for years and have had-enough. I
used to try to pick up her spirits, but it takes too mu
ch
time and energy, and I just can't handle it. Believe me, I've
 tried. Others feel the same way about her.
How can -FEAT -Wet.' wiillout hurting heTiliiit1iite
people are avoiding her because of her constant whining?
Or do you think She's beyond help? -
HER NEIGHBOR
DEAR NEIGHBOR: Nobody is beyond help. At least
make the effort. Tell her in the spirit of love a
nd
generosity. And give her this priceless poem by Ella
Wheeler Wilcox, which I recently published in this column:
HEALTH
Talk health, The dreary, never ending tale
 of mortal
maladies are worn and stale.
You cannot charm or interest or please by
harping on that minor chord-disease. So, say
that you are well, and all is well with you.
And God will hear your words and make them true.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.







Baby Girl Beach (mother
Box 743, CIR112, Baby
Girl:. Canady (mother
Mareda), Hickory Ridge Rd.,
Hopkinsville, Baby Boy Green
(mother Vicki), Rt. 1,
Hickory.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Sarah B. Ferguson, Rt.
1, Puryear, Th., Mrs. Rue J.
McCutcheon and Baby Girl,
1709 Farmer, Murray, Roy W.•
Wade, Rt. 7, Box 157,
Mayfield, Lindsey E. Roberts,
Rt. '4, Murray, Mrs. Laverne
Dooms, Box 4. KirkseY,
Mrs. Elaine A. Cope, Box 276,
Mayfield, James M. Wells, 816
Sha-Wa Circle, Murray, Joe
E. Thornton, 2112 Coldwater
Rd., Murray; Roy F. Leslie,
216 S. 15th., Murray, Mrs.
Jesaie M. White, 1405 Story,
Murray, Mrs. Jane A.
McAlpin and Baby Girl, Box
158, Sedalia, Mrs. 011ie A.
Seawright, 307 N. 7th.,
Murray, James R. Wells, Jr.,
Rt. 1, Hazel, Elisha C.
Mohundro, Box 29, Hazel,
Mrs. Vernie Wyatt (expired),
Rt. 1, Murray, Leeper R.







Vickie), Rt. 1, Mayfield.
Dismissal( 
Mrs. Bonita B. Doughty, Rt.
1, Farmington, Miss Sherrie
D. Tew, Rt. 5, Box 475,
Murray, Mrs. Joyce A.
Houston, Rt. 4, Box 257,
Murray, Mrs. Debbie F.
Robertson, Rt. 2, Benton, Mrs.
Mary J. Goodwin, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Nettie W. Jones,
Ftt. 1, Box 206, Dexter, Mrs.
Mary F. Miles, 1505 Oxford,
Murray,' Mrs. Klara E.
Wutzke, Rt. 6, Box 302,
Murray, Mrs.. Donna Boyd,
Rt. 2, Murray, Miss Eva M.
Jones, 315 Irvan, Murray,
Mrs. Deborah G. Houston, Rt.
3, Murray, Jay N. Todd, Rt. 1,
Murray, William S. Gargus,
Rt. 2, Box 344, Murray, Mrs.
Connie R. Holland, Rt. 2,
Wingo, Mrs. Joyce Underhill,
Rt. 3, Box 420, Murray, Toy
Jones, Rt. 1, Box 47, Dexter,
Mrs. Helen Hill, 310 S. 13th.,
Murray, Marcus G. Richard-
son, 407 S. 8th., Murray, Mrs.
Estella Ross, Gen. Del.,
Hardin, Mason Wilson, 506 S.
6th., Murray, Mrs: Joyce
Srnotherman, 1416 Vine Si.,
Murray:Mrs. Aline Steele, Rt.
5, Box 2090, Murray, Mrs.
Euna M. Lamb, Rt. 1, Murray.
faillfara





A TASTE FOR TERROR...
TAKE CARRIE
TO THE PROM.





7:20, 9:05 + 2:30 Sat., Sun.
WOODY ALLEN
"THE FRONT"















Cine Central Will Be
it and //
The Murray Theatres Proudly Present Cine II
LET US INITIITAN 501,
till Nt/tRAV
Now there are two luxuriously appointed 'Rocking Chair theatres in Cen-
tral Center to serve you. your wonderful Acceptance of Cine I since
 it
opened in February, 1975 ha enabled us to oder- you, the moviegoers
 of
Murray and Calloway County, a fourth luxury.theatre.
CINE II is comparable in all respects to CINE I and i
s decorated in .-., sym-
phony of *ant autumn colors. We invite you to visit CINE II soon and e
njoy
a fine motion picture.
We are indeed proud to participate M the gro
wth of this dynamic area and
we humbly thank you for your support duri
ng the twenty years we have
operated the Murray Drive In, Capri, Cheri a
nd Cine Central theatres. We
will expend even, efltirt to earn your contin
















































FOR THURSDAY „JANUARY V, 1971
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
vivenlifor your birth Sip.y- .
ARLES
I Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) NIA
Day spells action, deter-
mination. Astute planning
advised. Give new ventures a
"dry Jun" before actual
launching.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) 64tit
Your Venus, fairly
auspicious, stimulates intuition-
and creativity. You should
make good progress if you don't
fret over imaginary obstacles.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) nod,
You have the capacity to
produce a great deal now, but
you could offset it by going off
on tangents or wasting time on
frivolities. Care!
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 00
Mild stellar- influences make
this a more or less average day.
But YOU can improve it con-
siderably with a little extra
effort and verve. Keep trying!
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 4/24Z
Avoid a tendency to
exaggeration and over-
dramatization of simple events.
Try to find a new way to relieve
m000tony - but make it
practical.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Avoid stress and strain. Take
time to analyze situations,
probabilities, possibilities.
There are many opportunities
for the taking.
-LIBRA -JLLisept. 24 to Oct. 23) _—
Cut loose from undesirable
situations. Try again - from
scratch, if need be. Retracing
steps can be a revivifying
process in certain areas.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
False statements COULD
- mislead but, under day's capital
influences, you should be able to
—discriminate welLJuat be alert..
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
rrt„-V
xvp
Put a bit more enthusiasm
into efforts. Success earl come
through new alliances. _ The
"different," if %appropriate,
could spark day's happy ac-
complishment.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
This should be _a fruitful day,
when some of your more





(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Best results will accrue from
working with those who have
know-how and inspiration to
offer. Solo ventures may not be
as successful.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Diversity is this day's
keyword, but NOT confusion.
Neither plan nor act without
sound. and long-range purpose.
Don't let your, imagination run
out of bounds':
-
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a ,magnetic
personality, -unusual yersatility
along creative lines and an
enthusiasm for life that's hard
to beat. You are a keen judge of
public opinion, and usually hit
the nail on the head in ap-
praising general needs, but you
can go wrong in your Judgment
of individuals because you
Sometimes forget to consider
human frailties. You are ex-
tremely arnbiticius and will
work unstintingly to attain the
plateaus toward which you
reach. Your sense of humor is
outstanding. Fields in which
you could reach your greatest
success: writing, painting,










After very slow growth
between 1967 and -19'72, • creel
stiles have increased. They
alowed an increase of 13 per
cent in 1973, 8 per cent in 1974
and 6 per cent in ,1975. The
C.r.cal Institutes Inc., , reports
that a popular breakfast of one
ounCe of cold dry cereal with
four ounces of milk is also
probably the least expensive
of all _breakfasts at 11 cents.
It's also easy for children and
husbands to get it together
with so many married women
working outside the home.
Beautiful Baking Dishes
To Warm The Body
And Feed The Soul
Chocolate Brown, Cinnamon Red or Butter Yellow
Many Other Items On Sale Too!
The
Panhandler
'Dixieland Center Murray Ky
COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
Wednesday, January 26 ,
An organization meeting of
Young biabetics in Calloway-
MarshalLand. Surro"wri17P 
Areas at the Winslow
Cafeleria at 7:00 p. m. All
'young diabetics .or potential
diaboticsare urged to attend.
Three day seminar for new
or prospective managers in
business on "Improving
Management Skills" will be
from nine a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
each day at Kenlake State
'Park.
, Lecture by Dr. Daniel
Marshall on Transcendental
Meditation will be at 7:10 p.m.
in RoorK06 or Roy Stewart
Stadiurn MSU.
MSU Women's Society
Coffee will, be at home of
Diane Spurlock, 1007 Poplar
Street, .from_ 7 ..._3(1 1(1_9 00 p.m.__
N.--Donation for meal requested.
Pre-Dental Club of MSU will
meet in Room 448 of the
Blackburn Science Building at
seven p.m.
Thursday, January 27
Senior viola recital by
Katharine E. Mason, Murray,
11111.:be.„111,..111541.M....11. the
Farrell Recital Hall, MSU.
Friday, January LB
Exhibitions of drawings by
Carl T. Woods, Murray, three-
dimensional works by Charles
B. Crattie, Paris, Tenn.,
ceramics by Katrina L. An-
neken, Louisville, and
graphics by William T.
Fornoff, Champaign, Ill., will
be at the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Fine Arts Center,
MSU, until February 9.
Shopping for senior citizens
is scheduled at 9:30 a.m. and
12:30 p.m. Call 753-9725 for
transportation.
Ladies luncheon and bridge
at the Murray Country Club
have been cancelled due to the
local energy crisis.
Thursday, January 27
Meeting of Magazine Club is
cancelled for this month. 
Meals for senior citizens will
be served at North Second
Street at twelve noon.
Meeting of -Zeta Depart-
ment, Murray Woman's Club,
has been cancelled.
Skating party, sponsored by
all Black Organizations, MSU,
will be at Murray Roller Rink
from 10:10 p. m. to 12:10 a. m.
MSU Women's Society will
have-a coffee at the home of
Debbie Newell from 7:30 to
9:00 p. m.
KNA District 13 will meet at
Holiday Inn, Mayfield, at 6:30
p. m. For further information
or transportation contact
Mona Purdom 753-5525 or 753-
'381.
Ellis renter will be open
from ten a. m. to 'three p. m.
for activities by the Senior
Citizens, •
Murray Sub-District UMYF
will meet at the Dexter-
Hardin United Methodist
Church at seven p.m.
XL_
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Carl Daniel Edwards of
Murray was dismissed
January 16 from the Com-
munity Hospital, Mayfield.
SWITCTUTO SOUP
,A variety of foods can be
served for breakfast. People
in different parts Of the world
have developed breakfast and
eating patterns of striking
diversity. For example, soup
is sometimes served for
.breakfast in Japan. Some
children might enjoy a peanut
butter sandwich at breakfast.
As long as the foods provide
the needed nutrients, the




Entire Stock Not Included
All Sales Final
SALE STARTS THURS.
Jan. 27th 9 A.M.
Nancy's House Of Shoes
102 West Washington Paris, Tenn.
Lucy's Shoe Box Simmon's Shoe Store
Union City, Tenn. Humbolt, Tenn.
Friday, January ZS
Youth Retreat of First
Baptist Church will be held
today and tomorrow.
Saturday, January 29
MSU Womes will's Society 
haye a coffee at the home of
Anita Lawson, 1501 Johnson





When canned foods sud-
denly become frozen foods,
what's to be done?
Here is the problem, and the
danger - expansion of the
food as it freezes places a
stress on the commercial tin
or the home-canning jar. This
cou'd cause the seal to break,
opening the contents to bac-
terial contamination, which
can cause food poisoning.
In deciding whether or not
your accidentally-frozen
canned foods are safe to eat,
-UK Extension food specialists
caution- you to check for the
following: •
- Visible signs of leakage.
- Cans with bulging ends.
- Broken seals on jars.
-= Split seams in cans.
- Cracked or broken jars.
(Throw away food.)
- Spurting liquid, molds or
off-odors. iThorw away (ood.)
If jar seals leak and can
seams have split, you may
salvage the contents if the
foods are still icy cold.
Refrigerate the food im-
mediately and eat it soon.
If there are a large number
of broken seals, but you still
consider the foods' safe, you
could repackage them im-
In either case, before eating
these foods, USDA food
specialists recommend that
you boil vegetables and meats
for 10 minutes, boil corn and
spinach for 20 minutes.
ypie jars•or cans of ac-
cidentalfy-frozen food show no
damage, thaw them at room
termperature. If any cans
remain bulged after thawing,
discard them.
Find a safer storage place
for all your -canned foods,
where they won't be subjected
to freezing and thawing again.
Each time they freeze, they
will deteriorate some in
quality and texture. There will
also be more danger of the
seals breaking nextlime.
When the mercury dips, the
electricity goes off, or fuel
supplies run low, your canned
foods may need further
protection with blankets or
layers of newspaper. You
might find it a good idea to
invest in a thermometer to
place among your canned
food. When the temperature
gets down below 40 degrees F.,
you'd better move them_to a
warmer place.
Packaged raisins do not need
mediately in freezer con- rinsing before using, but it's a
1 1:1±_taineriiand store-them in yetir- -good idea to rinse packaged
a.m. home freezer. " dried currants.
•
Oretha Williams Is Program 1,eader
Foil Meetingf O Salem Church 11.111
The WMU of Salem Baptist
Church met Wednesday,
January 5, at seven p. m. at
the church with Estelle
Blankenship reading the
scripture.
"Telling God's. Love. In
Human Language" was the
subject of the program with
Oretha Williams as the leader.
Others taking part were
Winnie Crouch, Molena .Arm--
strong, and TuFoster.
Hilda Winchester gave the
secretary's report and Winnie
Crouch gave the financial
report.
Others present were Glenda
Armstrong, Martha Windsor.
Evon Burt, Ruth Calhoun,











)t A Custom Built Kitchen
*A Special Cabinet




*Furniture Repaired Si Refinished
*Curved Glass For Antiques
Call 753-4124
Roy Harmon's Shop







Glides over Teflon surfaces
without scratching. 253
- --t





















Turns 2 outlets into 6-4ny
where you need them 49688
LIMIT










Aerator adjusts in seconds
from spray to strear'n 9669
LIMIT









indoors and out. MG4
LIMIT
1 Coupon per Customer






9-ft. brown vinyl cord with
3-way plug. C2020-K09BR
- -tiMiT
1 Coupon per Customer
Ace—Vague
HARDWARE STORE
We're yo% apcal independent hardware merchant wo.th
national-clain buying power.
Cut down on spending-cut all 20 coupons and save up
to- 89.00 on useful household items when you redeem
them at True Value Hardware Stores.




















or cbst.Batts.. not incl.3251D
LIMIT





Set of 4 Teaspoons
Santa stainless with Medi-
terranean floral motif. SE4
LIMIT























LI Measures amount of water
; from rain, sprinkler
ILIMIT -1 Coupon per Customer
SUPER 7 Coupon
Z-4!!f14it
Without Coupon 2 19
• IfIip.a*
4-Pc. BRUSH SET
Makes pizza easy to sItce & All-purpose light fubri- Polyester brushes ,n
serve. Alum. finish. C7234 cating oil. 4 oz. can. TT 1 sves_  -r- _ 
LlMiT
1 Coupon per Customer
LIMIT











Big roll of "scrub strength"
towels for.cleanubs. 24000
LIMIT








200 scented white 2-ply tis-
sues in colorful bOx. 03000
LIMIT








10 aluminum bread pans to
reuse or throwaway. 1835
LIMIT
1 Coupon per Customer
4-
LIMIT










Fits most cabinet doors
Easy tO install BP 9773 PT
LIMIT








Standard frosted in-60, 75,
100 watts. 60A/75A/100A
LIMIT
1 Coupon per Customer
•
SUPER 7 Coupon
.n,ith • ou (.1,r•
570
4111111 )Without Coupon 891
Force Cup & Handle
5'6" cup helps clear ,ciiqui, !






- • " Aft:""3/4..•-41
67 ---••
1 ' Without Coupon 1.9',
Seal-A-Meal Bags
SpeCial rook itiq poi,chi••, -•
choice of 3 sires. 7t3e1- 2 .3
eiMIT'
1 Coupon per Custome•









16 oz. Save 22' 3 for 89
Morton Assorted Regular Size
• *Nothing to Buy •No Cards To Punch *All You Do Is
Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wed-
.., nesday at 8:00 p. in. New Contest Starts Thursday
Morning.
.Employees of Porkers and their Families not eligible to win .Adults





















Miniature Save 23 $ 1 00










10's Save 10' 394
Downtown Shopping Center - Open 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. 6 Day A Week
Super Value
Large Heads 39'
5 lb. Bag 79'
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It took a governor from West
Kentucky with ties to the local
community but it looks like
we're finally going to get the
highway improvements that
have been promised here for
many years. . .
The bid-letting on the four-
laning of 641 between Murray
and Benton is now complete.
The contract on the Calloway
County portion has been awar-
ded and the contract for the
Marshall County portion is ex-
pected to be awarded within a
f cw days.
--'Gov. Carroll has also
authorized the state Depart-
ment of Transportation to begin
design work on replacing six
bridges on Ky. 94 between
Murray and Kentucky Lake.
The need for the replacement
of these bridges has been
evident to local travelers for
many years. The unusual num-
ber of traffic deaths and ac-
cidents that have occurred on
these bridges mandate their
upgrading.
Speaking of. the four-lane to.
Benton, Calloway County
Judge Robert p. Miller said:
"I'm glad a West Kentucky
governor has fmallymade good
a promise made by the last four
governors of Kentucky."
We agree wholeheartedly
with Judge Miller. And we hope
that plans in the near future
will extend the four-lane on into
Benton rather than its present
stopping point about a mire
south of the Benton City limits.
Such an extension, coupled
with a connector to Interstate
24 in northern Marshall County,
will finally give Calloway Coun-
tians a four-lane access to the
interstate highway system.
- That's something that has been
a sore point with us ever since
then Tennessee Gov. . Frank
Clement and Kentucky's High-
way Commissioner at the time,
Henry Ward, dealt Calloway
County out of the originally
proposed path for 1-24.
"Julian Carroll hasiived up
to his primary commitments to
Calloway County," county
Democratic Party chairman Z.
C. Enix said. - •
Gov. Carroll has. And we
commend him for doing so.
Now our next priority is to get
the highway department to do
something at the intersection of
12th and Main to make it easier
for motorists to negotiate. -
One improveinent we can
readily see at that intersection
tVould be the installation of left
turn lanes and signals on Main
Street. That would surely keep
traffic from backing up almost
to Murray Middle School on the
east side and halfway to the
MSU campus on the west side
during rush hour traffic.
AKAN
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to -
answer questions and solve problems;,-.
fast. U you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: I am a 60-year-old.
widow. I haVe not worked now for over
10 Years Ago
Willard Ails of Murray has. been
elected as president of the Kentucky'
Pharmaceutical Society at the meeting
held Januar2 at Lexington.
David Adams has been appointed as
executive secretary of the Murray-
Calloway County Builders Association.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Hattie
May Rousseau, Mrs. Joe' -K.-II/eta)
Thweatt, and Mrs. Zellnar Orr. .
Murray State University will
--graduate a record midyear classat the
end of thjs ril6nth, according to Wilson
Gantt, registrar, who said thirteen
candidates for -Master's degrees and
221 candidates for Bachelor's degrees
have filed.
Pictured today is a road bank
stabilization and beautification project
on the farm of Stanley Darnell as taken
by Yandall Wrather of the Soil Con-
servation Service.
Rob Parker EMI USNR has been
named the most outstanding petty
officer of the Naval Reserve Unit at
Paducah. -
20 Years Ago
Fourteen persons have filed for
county offices thus far in anticipation of
the Democratic primary on May 28.
The last day to file is April 13.
Doris Jean Jennings, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Kirby Jennings and senior at
New Concord High School, was
awarded first place for her essay in the
annual contest sponsored by the
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the
Daughters of the American Revolution.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Will R.
Lovins, age 67.
Births reported include a girl, Donna
Earle, to-.Mr. and Mrs. Newell Knight
on January 16.
- Prof. Lynn Wingert of Murray State
College spoke on the nation of NorWay
at the meeting .of the Murray Rotary
-Club held at the Murray Woman's Club
House. He has studied at the Universky
of Norway.
Good quality fat steers sold from $18
to $111 this week at fAurray Liveitock
company Sales.
Letters To The Editor
(EDITOR'S NOTE: The following two letters from readers were written in
response to sports editor mike Brandon's column which appeared in this
newspaper on Jan. 20, 1977. In the column Brandon was chastising MSU
basketball fans for, in his opinion, a lack of support toward the Racer team




In response to the article by sports
editor Mike 'Branden on Thursday,
January 20, 1977, I would like to make a
few comments.
First, that "glue" in the reserved
seat section of the sports arena is called
CONSIDERATION; Yes, I meaq plain
eld fashiqned consideration — trying
not to infringe on the rights of the
'peolile sitting behind them. Every
person in those chairs has paid for the
right to use them ( which you do not)
and every person his the -right to -see—
the action on the floor. In my opinion •
(and I do have the right to an opinion,
even if different from yours), standing
and obstructing the view of someone
else does not make a good sports fan.
We moved to Murray on December 1,
1954, and when the sports arena was
opened in January, 1955, we purchased
our chair seats and have held them for
the 22 years we have lived here. Not
only have we held those seats, we have
not missed more than a total of ten
games in that n years. Most of the
two years and I am drawing Social
Security retirement on my husband's
-work record. I can not seem to find
enough to do and I am getting bored. I
have been thinking about trying to find
a„pen pal club. but _most of themseemto-_
be nothing more than matchmaking
services. Do you haveany ideas? K. C.
ANSWER: Heartline has developed a
pen pal club for people over age 50. This
club has many thousands of members
throughout the country. For further
information write Heartline American
60 Club, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Please enclose
a long, self-addressed, stamped en-
velope.
HEARTLINE: I am receiving Social
Security disability benefits and-my wife
and two daughters are also getting
monthly payments on my record. My
wife now has a chance to get a job that
will pay about $500 a month:- How will
this affect the Social Security payments
to me and my daughters?.0..L.
ANSWER: Technically, .your wife
would not be eligible for the months she
earns over $250. However, the benefits
payable to you- and- your --daughters
would be just as much as if your wife
were eligible. Under Social Security's
maximum family benefit provision, the
total monthly amount payable is the
same when a disabled worker and at
least two dependents are entitled to
receive benefits.
HEARTLINE: I am 67 years old and I
am drawing my civil service
retirement benefits. I know - that this
benefit is now taxable because I had to
pay tax on it last year. Is there any way
that I can halo this tax withheld from
my check? J. S.
ANSWER: Yes. Information on this
can be obtained by writing to the
Bureau of Retirement Insurance and
Occupational Health, U. S. Civil Service
Commission, Washington, p. C. 20415.
You should include your full name,
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people who sit near us have been that
loyal also. We have been there
regardless of how good or bad the team
was. We cheer the teem when they play
well, but a continuous standing ovation
soon loses its- special honor if bestowed
on all plays, whether they merit it or
. not. We have sat across from the
student section many times during the
past years and seen it almost empty
and also very Silent. -
One paragraph in your article seems
to describe yourself pretty well and I
--quotr----OnFttling yOu will find inlifiT
habitual complainers always like to run
others down because in most cases they
-.111We iailea Themselves and do not like
to give any credit to anybody."
On behalf of all the good MSU fans
who sit in the reserved seat section, I
would like to ask you to re-read your
article, keeping that' paragraph in
mind, and then ask yourself if you don't
owe us an apology.
Sincerely, •




I wish to comment on your sports
editor's sarcastic belittlement of
Murray State basketball fans which
appeared in The Murray Ledger di
Times on Jan. 20, 1977. •
I've been a sports fan for many
years; attending sporting events 'of all
kinds. People who attend these are not
all the same. They don't look alike,
dress alike, sound alike or behave Alike.
Some are more emotional than others
— expressing their excitement by
shouting, whistling, cheering, ap-
• plauding and jumping to their feet.
Others may sit quietly, no visible
(a-award-display of emotion, but nerer
the-less, appreciating the talents of
the athletes.
There-is-one-thing
— they all paid the admission price for
a seat at the genie. Seats -have been
Installed for the sports fans, expressly
for the purpose of not standing on or
lying under, but for sitting on.
It would be impossible to Count the
times I've missed a key pass reception,
the all important touchdown, the clutch
base hit and the game-winning basket
because someone seated (I use the term
loosely) In -front -cif me, ji-unped to his
feet in anticipation of a good play.
Remaining seated does not
necessarily mean you do not appreciate
what is taking place, but jumping to
your feet constantly does show that
person's disregard for those seated
-behind him. So yell and 'shout, whistle
and applaud all you want, but be con-
siderate of others and stay seated.
t, I take exception7to Mr. Brandon's
t. inept snide little refnarks and I quote,
S., "So go ahead and tit. Go ahead and





By The Associated Press
Today irWednesday,Tan. 26, the 26th
day of 1977. There are 339 days left in
the year:
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1942, the first
American expeditionary force- arrived
in Europe during World War II. The
troops were put ashore in Northern
Ireland.
On this date:
In 1788, Sydney, Australia, %as
founded as a British pepal colony.
In 1827, the South American country
of Peru seceded from Colombia.
In .1837, Michigan joined the Union as
the 26th state.
In -1861, as the Civil War was begin-
ning, Louisiana withdrew from the
Union.
In 1962, the United States launched a
spacecraft designed to land scientific
instrument on the moon for the first
time.
In 1971, the Soviet Union announced
that an unmanned spacecraft had made
a soft landing on the plant Venus after a
four-month journey through space.
Ten years ago: The worst ice storm in
20 years hit Missouri and Kansas.
Five years ago: A major figure in the
movement against the VietnanyWar, a
Catholic, priest, -the Rev.' - Daniel .
Berrigan, was granted a parole from
Federal prison.
One year ago; TI t Defense Depar-
tment announced that it had abandoned
its long-standing goal of expanding the
American flvet to 600 ships by the mid-
1980's becauk of budgetary problems.
• Today's birthdays: Entertainer
Earths Kitt is 49. Black activist Angela
Davis is 33.
•
frodt of you to it down. . .Folks, if you
don't like your seat, love it or leave it."
Very unprofessional remarks by a
sports editor aitd not, at all what you'd
expect from a real sports fan. I believe
the sports fans of this commiujity are
entitled to an apology from Mr.




'requested that *until the snow and ice
covering most driveways in the city
melts, that homeowners place their
garbage at the street.
Jerry Wallace, named last week to
OPINION PAGE1






Murray Led,ger & Times Editor
,
The top brass in Communist Russia
apparently think the current top box-
office attraction, "King Kong" ( which
is now showing at Cine' Central) is an
imperialistic plot *signed to brain-
wash the American public.
At least that's the impression we get
from reading a report in "Human
Events." The report, in this week's
issue, says:
"The Kremlin has hande down the
parTy line- on ricitigiCking : the hit movie
is a plot•to.distract America's masses
from the economic crisis brought on by
the capitalist system.
"This is how Moscow's Literary
Gazette reviews the film: • 'After wat-
ching it for two hours, the cinemagoer
emerges into the street struck by what
could happen. The lines at the unem-
ployment office, inflation and the high
cost of living are all for a while blurred
in his mind by the fearful snarl of the
gorilla, which makes him think things
could after all be worse."
The sad thing is that this type of
heavily- - weighted, ridiculous
propaganda is all many Russians ever
get concerning the-rest of the world.
0+0
Local sanitation workers have been
doing a tremendous job, under the
circumstances, in making their rounds.
There's a hitch, however, for the
homeowner who wants his garbage
picked up.
Sanitation department officials have- —taiir prejudices Jute .the niiral.s_ of tlie
young. Today, the young are wuuung no
..winners in trying to ..cram their
prejudices into the minds of the old:
which is to say, you can't teach your
grandmother how to suck eggs.
head the sanitation department, told us
that the treacherous footing has
already caused injuries to some
workers who have slipped and fallen.
Wallaee asked that local residents
cooperate ire-this voluntary effort in
order to get their trash picked up.
_Except in hardship cases the
sanitation •workers will not pick up
garbage at the rear of a home until the
deg clears. Ta le sure yours is picked up
have it at the street side by the morning
of the day of the regular route for your
area.
0+0
A foreman watched a carpenter
working on a house and asked him why
he threw away some nails.
"The heads are on the wrong end,"
the carpenter replied.
"Fool!" yelled the foreman. "Those
are for the other side of the house."
Bible Thought
A man of great wrath shall suffer
punishment. Proverbs 19:19.
Anger will usually get us into
trouble Temper those feelings with
love.
Isn't It The Truth
The differences in the generations
are measured in prejudicei. Once upon
a time the old succeeded in cramming
EMERGENCY PRICE BUSTING
Everything is reduced so 
much
we're practically 
















OWE 1111112K001AINC UP 10 50%
21140501:Iff I
THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE S'T0RE1
$1,09785 In FREE PRIZES
IT'S A FUN GALORE GRAND PRIZE EVENT...
ANYONE CAN WIN....COME TO OUR BIG SALE FOR
COMPLETE DETAILS.
OUR BIGGEST SALE EVER...
WILLIAMS' FABRIC CENTER
MINERAL WELLS AVE. • PARIS SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER • PARIS, TENN. • PHONE 1142-7149
-...-•••••••••
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Ballard Sitting Atop
High School Cage Poll
i.uu1SVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Louisville Ballard, which
iOde(l its third tournament
tilletrifiFMITaltireelend;
was a unanimous choice as the
No. 1 Kentucky high school
basketball team in the latest
$1ssociated Press poll.
Ballard, which won' four
times in capturing "the
• lirestigious Louisville
Invitational Tournament last
weekend, collected all 15 first
place votes available for 150
points to easily outdistance
-iirinerup Ashland, ,
• Votes for the rankings were
--based on results through
Sunday, thereby excluding







Clinic proudly announces the
addition of Dr. Billy P'Pool to
our medical staff in the family
practice capacity.
- Dr. P'Pool is the son of Mr.
& Mrs. Daniel -Willie" P'Pool-
of Hopkinsville, Kentucky. He
graduated from Hopkinsville
High School in 1957; he then
served in the Army where he
acquired training as an X-Ray
Technician. Upon his
discharge he worked as a
registgred technician at
Murray-Calloway County.
Hospital and completed his
_BA_ _degree_ at Murray State School _went_ one
Tuesday afternoon.
The eighth -grade -Tigers
went three overtimes to take a
42-46 win over Mayfield in a
game played at Murray
Middle.
On a jumpball, Greg
Schanbacher-got the tip and
fired it down to Darwin
Bumphis who was fast-
University in 1970. He then
worked as a technician at Nor-
ton-Children's Hospital in
Louisville where he earned his
M.D. degree from the Univer-
sity of Louisville School of
Mmieihein 1974_
Dr. P'Pool entered the U. S.
Public Health Service, with
the rank of Senior Assistant in
1974 and served arrinternstrip- 4/reakiAt-Iftwarti the-basket:- -
Bumphis, all by himself,
scored the bucket_ with four
seconds left in the third
overtime and that was the
game.
With three minutes left in
the fourth period; Murray 
Middletrailed 29-22 but yet,
fought back and tied the game
at the _end of regulation.
Robin Roberts had nine
points and nine rebounds to
pace Murray Middle while
Howie Crittenden added -eight
points- and Gary Sims seven.
Murray Middle improves to
3-3 for the season.
Merfisid 4 9 10 14-5 2 2-40
2. 10 7.. 12 5 2 4-42
Mayfield (40)7—Mo áii
Parrott 11, Servenes 2, Flood




Santagado 2, Schanbacher 6,
Roberts 9, Sims 7, Bumphis 2,
Bradshaw 5 and Payne.
BrUins' Upset 62-55 loss to.
Shelby County Tuesday night:
Following ,Ballard and
Astfland in-the poll's- tOp-fiiit
were Lexington Tates Creek,
Erlanger Lloyd and
'newcomer Louisville Western.
Ashland, 14-0, and Tates
Creek, 8-2, were idle last week
hPeaose..o.f. the extended cold
and snow across the state.
Western, although just 5-4,
earned a . spot in the ratings
after extending Ballard in the
LIT semifinals. 51-50 last
Saturday.
-The second five includes
Elizabethtown,. 8-0; LIT
finalist Louisville Central, 8-4;
Owensboro, 10-1; Shelby. _ _ ,
County, 9-2; and Owensboro.
 Apollo, al:-
Elizabethtown, Owensboro
and Apollo were idle last
week. Central raded 'through' -
three. LIT opponents before
'falling 57-49 to Ballard in The
ehanipionshipyonw.
Shelby County-  was, an upset
7140 loser to Louisville Doss
in a first round game in the
11'1'.
Dropping out of the poll this
week were Louisville Iroquois,
fifth • last week: Louisville
Trinity, seventh a week ago;.
and Christian County, which
was rated eighth last week.
LOUISVILLE,' Ky. IAP1 —
Here are the voting break-
downs and records of teams in
this week's Associated Press
high school basketball poll:
Kentucky Top 10
By The Associated Press
1.Lou Ballard t13-0H15i 150
2.Ashland 14-01 • - 132
3.Lex Tates Creek 18-2 I 107
4.Erlanger Lloyd (8-11 97 -
--Uou- Western +5-4+---------85
6.Elizabethtown (8-0) 84
7.Lou ,Central i8•-41 82
8.0wensboro 10-1) S7
9.Shelby Co (9-2) 35




Perhaps inspired by Mur-ay
State's double overtime win
Monday night at Western
Kentucky, Murray Middle
at USPHS Hosiiitlel in New
Orleans. He has been, in
general practice in Cadiz,
Kentucky since July 1975.
He is married to the former
Laurel Parker of Murray and
they have two children,
William (Billy), age 11- and
Mark, age 8. They are mem-
bers of the Methodist Church
and will soon be residing in
Murray.
Dr. P'Pool's office is located
at the In-Service Room in the
Murray-Calloway County
Emergency Room Section. To
_see Dr.P'Pool;
REGISTER at the Business
Alike of,,the liciu.stfLo .Mc-
Devitt Clinic at the Co-K.
valescent Division of Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Use 803 Poplar Street en-
trance.
TELEPHONE: Dr. P'Pool
may be reached for ap-







• Exciting new foods
• Simpler to follow
• More flexible
And ... a completely
New Maintenance Plan
MESSAGE FROM KAY: We've added cheeseburgers,
real cocoa milkshakes, baloney on rye (don't hold the
mayo), and "specialty foods" to fascinate your sweet
tooth. All within limits, of course. To anyone who ever
thought that for them losing weight was just about








- Maptc Avenue • ,
Att,Oncfay • 4,5 '117. Aft.
- For Information Call: 4oac,' Cotes-
































Good Only Al Storey's
COUPON




Expires 2- I -77
Good Nth Al Storey's
These Items On Display
Throughout The Store
Scot Lad




Pork & Beans 4/1®
Bush Gt Northern
Beans




























































Geed Duly Al Sieey's
• COUPON 935 12




5 Ph Bog 59
Expires 2-1-77
Good Cooly Al Storey's
----- COUPON
09584200







Geed Duly Al %refs
COUPON













Sirloin Steak lb sr jrno`


















Good Oily At Stow's
5
£G17 TN' 111111111AT UDGIRA- BMW Illadusday. lommilik, 1977
s Means Lowe.
Sileff Pikes












































614 NI As %NO
[2.11111.4•11.1111%.0.0011.asarsdne—r,
dower
Corn Meal 5 lb 88'
Philadelphia































Good Only At Storey's
41lb 49'
lb 79c
'2 oz 99 
Limit 1 With 730 Add. Pur.
Excluding Tobacco L Dairy Products























































An ample supply of tickets for the Murray, State-Austin
Peay basketball game will be available .at the ticket gate
Saturday night, according to information received Tuesday
from the Austin Peay business office. e- - -
The Austin Peay ticket manager said that it was too late to
order tickets by mail and that tickets could not be reserved
by telephone. He said they could be bought in advance at the
ticket office the rest of the week; however he said a sub-
stantial number of general admission and a few reserve seat
tickets would be on sale at the Winfield Dunn Basketball Cen-
ter the night of the game. General admission tickets cost
$2.00 each and reserved seats $3.00 each.
The Dunn Center seats 9,000 spectators.
Lakers Move Into Lead
In Pacific Title Chase
•
By ALEX SACHARE , Against Seattle, the Lakers
AY sports Writer , jumped Mt to then' big early
Remember the joke about lead and .were ahead 83-66
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar suing - going into the fourth period.
his teammates on t4e Los The Sonics scored six points in
Angeles Lakers fot non- a row and eventually closed
supporr the gap to Itiii11949 with eight
Well, things -have changed minutes-40-1*--but-the-Lalters--•.
- under Coach Jerry West, who then outscoredSeattle 113..
Gszzie Russell and Lucius
Allen scored 16 points each;
while the seven Laker
reserves contributed 46 points.
Abdul-Jabbar had 10 rebounds
and Washington and Ford nine
apiece. •
Rookie guard Dennis
Johnson led Seattle with 23
points. •
Pistons 91,Tett1cs
Bob Lanier scored= points
against the Celtics, whose
regular center, Dave Cowens,
was sidelined by a sprained
ankle. Chris Ford helped
Detroit take the lead midway
through the fourth quarter,
and the Celtics never caught
up. John MiliCelf led BostOri
witlr 90-points. -
Spurs116, Suns 108
Larry Kenon poured in 38
points as. San Antonio halted
an eight-game Phoenix home-
court winning Weak. The
Spurs took the lead to stay
with a 39-point third 'period in
which they shot 69 per cent
has gotten the most out of both
Abdul-Jabbar and his mates
—enough to take the Lakers to




game ahead of the Portland
Trail Blazers Tuesday night
by beating the Seattle'
SuperSonics 120-109. That
raised Los Angeles4 record to
_seco_isi irked in_the_22.t.
team NBA. '
Laker* scored the first
11 points of the game, took a
21-2 lead and never looked
back on their way to their 17th
consecutive victory at home,
the longest home winning
streak-I-his-year:7 —
, "We played real well during
the 21-2 spurt, but other than
that our offense stank," said
West. "But our defense,
especially by Dan Ford and
Don Chaney, 'was especially
good. Chaney closing out Fred
Brown was really the key for
from- the field and Gedige '
Brown, Seattle's high- Gervin scored 14 points.
scoring guard, was held to just Knicks 108, Bulls 91
two points by Chaney. New York stopped a three-
game losing streak by routing
the Bulls, sheeting 55-peFeent
from the field. The big man
was Bob McAdoo, who shot 17-
"We are doing things that
ounelnaturally — our pUfers
go to their strengths," said














Cleve 25 19 .568
Houston 24 19 .558
Washten 24 19 .558
S Anton 24 22. .522
N OrIns 22 23 .489
Atlanta 17 31 .354
--WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Denver 31 13 .705 —
Detroit 26 19 .578 5'2
Kan City 22 24 .478 10
Indiana 21 25 .457 11








Milwkee 14 35 .286 19'2
Ihicific Division
Los kng 30 15 .6C7
Portland 31 17 .646 12
Goldn St 24 c0 - 115 5a2
Seattle 25' 23 .521 6'z
Phoenix 20 24 .455 92
Tuesday's Results -
. Detroit 91 Boston 89
New York Knicks 108, Chi-
cago 91 —
San Antonio 116, Phoenix 108
Los Angeles 120, Seattle,109
Wednesary's Games
Milwaukee at Buffalo
Golden' State at Washington,- .
Cleveland at .Chicago
New York Nets at Detroit
Boston at Indiana
New Orleans at Kansas City
Portland it Denver
Los Angeles arSeattle
for-26 for 34 points and also







Shoemaker Seed Co 43 21
..."• *71w ' 
Key Used Cars 34 30
Paradise Kennels 34 30
Astro Car Wash 33 31
Corvette Lanes 33 31
Crawford's Shell  31's
Harpole's Grocery 32 32
Snap-(p-Tools  304 334
Don's Auto Re r  X 38
D. 6i D. Bod 25 39
r am 4 40.
• High Team Game i SC
Key Used Cars . . . . . . 596
Harpole's Grocery . . 587
Crawforcl's Shell .. . . . . . 579
. . High Train Genie i HC
HarpolesGrocery - 7116
Key Used Cars . .... . . • ...... . . 761
Paradise Kennel" .A.  759
High Team Series t SC)
Key Used Cars  1695
Harpoles Grocery  1654
Astro Car Wash  1651
High Teeth terles ( HC o
Harpole's Grocery . „ 2251
D. 6 D-.• Body Shop . . . 2204
Astro Car Wash.  2197
111a041817 GliffleTSCI 
_.._
Jane Parks ,  196
Margaret Morton ..... . . . . 179 . .
-114•40Mierres• ---....--•,--.— . . - . . . .. . . e--6741.r .... .
Nancy Todd . . ..... ........... . 176




' High Ind. Series (SC) .
Margaret Morton  512
- Sondra Rice ... . . . . . 477
Mancy . . . .. . . , ..... . 471
----- High Ind. Series , HC , _
Margaret Morton . '•-••• - - '  962
Terry Underhill . . 597
Evelyn Blivin .. . . . . 591
High.. Averages
Sondra Rice 166
_Lois Smith .' 163
Pat Scott _ .• IX
.Margaret Morton 157..
Hilda Bennett. . . . . 151
Nancy Todd, . .. - IP
Mary Harris149
Linda Johnson . 147
Jeanette Williams . 145, .
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Get 1 1 th Win Of Season
Lakers Coast By
Carlisle County
-'-fiy MIKE, BRAill0q4 : .momentum whieli thtly will
Ledger & TimesSports Editor need to carry ijito Saturday's
, Before - the basketball matchup in the MSU Sports
season began back early in Arena against Murray High.
. ,_November, nobody would There : 2ysi_•e_t_y_pv major
have given-Calloway County a pi.oblems facing Calloway
serious tbhught as a threat in County whet' they opened
the First Region. their season: first of all, there
- Two months and 18 games was a basic lack of experience
later,, things have taken quite and second15', there was a lack
a ehange of height.
It %%aS back _qriNOVember,12 •
then the Lakers opened their Nobody has grown since
----:7 -asiii-lby Ticng aTard-fought -17-iiiember 12, at least not Slone said. .694;7 game to Carlisle County physically. Bat the Lakers Junior forward Jimmy
',in Jeffrey Gymnasium, have grown Mentally. They Lamb was a one-man.jumping
• Tuesday night at Carlisle have learned. how to play jaek 
as_ 
he grabbed 'down 20'
Count), one of the same teams. together as a team, how to rebounds in the contest. .
That played November-12- 'was - 04Y-tough-defense arKillow-to -- -13VsideS the 'rebounding- of '
nn hri-1 Carlisle County was bloOr out -.40- -tamb; his-defenst was psrtty
the- same- team,- the- Lakers' make up for -their lack of
, e,eren't.' And as a result, the height. _-
- Laclits ran over the host , it waslhe rebounding and
Cornets 67-56. the defense that keyed the
The win gives the Lakers an Lakers Tuesday to the victory
impressive 11-7 record-for the over Carlisle County. It
- season. 'But -more important marked the first time in four
than that, it gives the Lakers years the Lakers have won in
some confidence and Carlisle, regarded as one of
thektoughest places 'At intermission, the Lakers
Region to win at. , were holding a 30-25 lead.
The Lakers had a big 49-33 Leading 34-29 early 1i the
rebounding edge over the--third period, the Lakers
surged for six consecutive
points to push the margin out
to 11 at 40-29 with 5:24, left in
the quarter. Lamb bite five-
footer, -Futrell hit on a fast-
break and MeCallon had -a
steal and scored on the break
to account ler_ the aia Laker
Y.
They lead reached 13 points
at one time before the Lakers
settled for a 48-39- lead en-
tering the last frame.
Carlisle hit the first four
points of the-final period. Then
the Lakers--played -defensei
toiigh lirihut Leadini'52-45 with 5_i10 left
down 6-4 Cornet leaper Tony in the game, the Lakersl*glin
Wilson, who scored just six to eat up the Comet's. For the
points in the game. next three minutes, the
"We were afraid Wilson Comets did not score.
could really hurt us so we ,Calloway uppedthe lead to as
concentrated on keeping' him. much as 19 points, leading 64-
out of the middle. Our defense 45 at one point. •
caused them a lot of problems. The final 11-point margin
Several times, we got layups made the outcome look a little
because of our defense," Slone closer than it actually was.
said. Only four players hit the
The Laker' defense was, to scoring column 'for the
say the leaat superb. Lakers.
Comets. Time and time again,
Calloway got two and three
shots at the bucket while the
Cornets had to settle for one
shot most of the evening.
"Our rebounding- really
helped us out. I think that and
our defense were the two keys
• • : : '
Carlisle Cooly__ just could
not muster any kind of an
offensive game, the Laker
defense had the Comets
disorganized.
There was never really_ any
doubt" about -the" contest.
Calloway roared to an 18-10
Lead in. the first quarter- and
-although the Comets- came
back to put in 10 unanswered
--- points at the outset -zoirthe
second period, there was still
no doubt. The Lakers had their
cold spelL _duping thai short
period of tiine?- •
But from the time Randy
McCallon hit a layup to give
the Lakers a .22-20 lead, the
Comets hit a cold spell that
lasted the rest of the night.
"We hit only 28 per cent of
TWO DOZEN-Mike Wells of the takers collected two doze*
points Tuesday. Here, he fires one in from the keyhole. Wells
also grabbed eight rebounds. Defending against Wells is Tony
Wilson while Jim Gore (44) awaits the rebound.
(Hoff Motu by it& erwmiiiii)
REASON FOR WIN-This is one of the reasons Calloway ran
over Carlisle County Tuesday. Four Laker: are all battling for
this offensive rebound. They include Jimmy Futrell (23), Marc
Darnell (55), Jimmy Lomb (41) and Randy McCallon (15). Wat-
ching the action is 6-4 Tony Wilson of,the Comets. Wilson was
held to just six points.
(Stuff notes by we. II•11111•11)
Senior forward Mike Wells,
having a fine shooting night
from the outside, rimmed in 24
points to take game honors
while the liFhtning-quick
Clitrelr bagged 20 points.
Junior- guard Randy- Mc-
(41on, playing one or 'his
steadiest- games of' the
campaign, added 15 in a fine
effort while Lamb roundeirout
the attark with _eight,__point,L-
-Revin Hays scored 15 for the
Cornet's While reserve Jim
Gore added 11.
hythe junior varsity contest,
the Lakers coasted to their
-13th winin 15-games by easily
defeating Carlisle County.
fg ft pl tp
Olive 0 0 4 0
Lamb  4 0 3 8
Comet coach Ray Wilson said. itsuctalL,
_"We probably shot. less than Damen .
Tota/Sthat for the game. cauoway 
shot real well, particularly in
the second half. Tommy__
FOLFe11 started . hitting his start= 
Hays
njumper and when he started
hitting, they started clicking.
"They absolutely killed, us
on the boards. We got the ball
-wheFe-we-wanted-it--laut-we-
missed far too many easy' Totals






3 15 15 67
-fg ft pf tp
3 1 2 6
2. 15
4 6
Nelson 2 0 3 4
Mathis 2 0 1 4
Gore 3 S o 11
0 2 3 2
1 0 
Hayden 3 it 0 6
22 12 15 56
... 3 0
13 12 13 19-67
10 15 14 17-56
SMART BASKETBALL-Tommy Futrell displays his good
basketball knowledge as he drives the left side and uses his
left hand, Hun keeping the ball away from 6-4 Tony Wilson
(34) of the Comets. Moving uader from the wing is Jimmy
Lamb of the takers.
Storewide Clearance Sale
Everything in the store is on sale. Values up to 50% Off
Sale Ends Feb. 5
Murray & Calloway County
School Jackets $500Sizes 4-48 off
DENNISON-HUNT SPORTING 19.9DS






















Gift box ad envelopes -and paper _to_assor-ted







)FOR 00Filled ,...,1111 p-i-e-tteeS and
games to color. Great
for bad .ywatherl
RIMISTWARE
Lovely vases, jardinieres, bowls




600 Handwhipped moc vamphas 'sure-fit hiddenREG. gore and Ocot lining.
TO 8.99 Sizes to 10.
_—
T he latest design for all-day com-
fort! Natural rocker toe and low-


















Dress your tables With a
-decorated- fentec --bew-L; 







Newest 'in comfort and
..500 looks:with natural toe
Gshape and low downR6E.66.
heel. Scuff-proof:\ Siz-
. • es 81/2-3. %
Bel-Air Shopping Center
9-9 Mon. Sot. Equal Opportunity Employer 7534777
1-6 Sun. Limit Rights Reserved Acres of Free Parking
WIDE OPEN-Bill McHugh of the Tigers is left wide open es
Joe Jackson (20) and Ralph Akers (31) drop bock and let
McHugh shoot from 15 feet.
(Steil Plait,' In Sorry Drew)
REBOUND BATTLE-Donna Miller (51) of the Tigers bottles
fore rebound With a Fulton Caitlin player Ida, Mary Alm Lit-
tleton (31) and Tommy Boone (33) watch the action as does
Morney (10) of the Pilots.
Murray High Boys Upset By
Fulton County, Girls Romp
By BARRY WILLIAM DREW
-Ledger & Times Staff Waiter .
If you weren't at Fulton
County High Tuesday night
then you didn't get to see them
burn the barn.
The next question is quite
,4ogical. What barn? And the
answer is just as logical. They
-didn't burn a barn for real, see
they have this saying around
these parts that covers just
about any contest that is close.
Don't ask Why they call it a -
barn burner but that's what
they say.
Well now if the saying has
any credence at all then not
only did they burn the barn at
Fulton County, but they threw
in the'bleachers_as
The Murray High Tigers
traveled to Fulton County
Tuesday night to play the
Pilots- a game of baskelball.
The Pilots were up for the
Vb.
contest, to say ttie least, and
they handed the Tigers their
second loss of the season,
against seven' wins, as they
downed the proud Murray
team 67-65 in a game that had -
everything including an
overtime.
Murray High was never
really out-of the game and it •
would be fair to say that, as a.
team, they were really never
in it either.
The Tigers may 'have
committed a costly error by
trying to look past Fulton
County and on to a game that
is to be played this weekend
here in town.
"We know, as a team, that
we  have to be ready -to play 
each game, one at a time, and
on any given night, well yoti
know how that goes," Coach
Cary Miller said. "I told the
boys that I didn't think they
First Game In Month For Girls
whipped out and stole the ball
from Fulton and the break
was on. When the ball refused
to drop in the basket Denise
Bumphis was right under
that preceded the Tiger boys' there to rebound and put it up
game against Fulton. aga •
"We haven't played a game In the fourth quarter the
since before Christmas and I Tigers put in 19 points and
guess it showed up in the way went on to a 16-point winning
we played," Tiger Coach Jane margin.
Fitch_ said. "Before this ex- "This was kind of a test for --
tended break we had our game our team and we did get off to
together but without practice a slow start," Coach Fitch
sessions and game action you said. But we got it going
can't expect to stay sharp.", when we had to and I am real
Even - with some - of' -the proud of- the Way the girls4
sharpness missing the lady played."
Tigers Showed thetr claws and- -The -win over FUfton County
held a 13-8 lead at the half. - -gives the lady Tigers a 3-2
"I don't think that the break record for the season with
has hurt us as much as. all the their next game. at Hickman
rescheduling," Coach Fitch County Thursday.
said. "It's hard to get a team
up for a game an
called off. You don't really
know what to expect from a
team in that kind of
situation."
it- Was in the fourttiquarter 
that Murray began to show
signs of what they can dowith
a basketball.
Time after time the quick
hands of Tammy Bbone
The Murray High lady
Tigers were never headed
Tuesday night as they took a
38-24 victory from the Fulton
County lady Pilots in a game
d then have it Named President
CINCINNATI (AP - The
Cincinnati Bengals will meet
the, St. Louis .Cardinals in a
preseason game at St. Louis
Aug. 27, the clubs announced
Tuesday.
- Both teams finished with 10-
4 records last season, barely
missing the National Football
League playoffs. '
To Our Knowledge
We Do Not Have One
Single Advertiser Who Is
Running More Lineage In
The Murray Ledger & Times
And Not Having More Business
If you are not then you need to call our Advertising
Department and let our advertising experts sit
down with you and work out a good, profitable ad-
vertising program.
Eight out of ten shoppers (81%) brought into the store by newspaper adverbs* make SOW kind of perchase, and they spend as much for other
goods, on the average, as they do for the advertised items. These findings are hint new research study measuring the mace to adverlisintrior
seven items in seven stores located in major metropolitan markets in the United Stales and Canada. Shoppers were interviewed in he slwe, and
again at home try telephone, to determine the full range of their shopping activity. The Bureau food that sin out of ten claimers (60%) shopping
for an item the day after the store ran a newspaper ad, had seen the advertising. Among the cislomers attracted to the store by newspaper ads for
the test items: Sin oil of ten (60%) boo* IN advertised item and one out of three (34%) bought the adverliseditem plus some ether raw-
- diandise. Less than one of five bought nothing in the store that day. The *tidy also found that newspaper ads offer the advertiser a competitive
edge. Thus, among those who bought the advertised items, and had also sees the newspaper ad, three oil of low (75%) had not looked in any
other store. Overall, 64% of those who brought the test items had been motivated to shop by newspaper ads for these items. Another 7% of the
buyers were motivated le shop by other newspaper adverbs*, mid 29% were ie Me store lOf reasons not connected with advertising. The seven
advertised items and the seven retailers in the study were: Dresses (Bomberger's, New Jersey), Motor oil and anti-freeze (Bradlee's, Boston) Digital
watch (Foley's, Houst), Pants suit (May Company, Los Angeles), Coffeemaker (Ilonette's, Detroit), Mattress (Dayton's, Minneapolis), Sheets and
pillowcases (Simpson's, Toronto).
The Murray Ledger & Times has just completed
a circulation drive and added 158 more families
to our ever growing circulation. It pays to. advertise
in the Murray Ledger & Times now more than ever
before.
The Murray Ledger & Times
were mentally ready to play
this team and Fulton County
just made believers out of all
of us." -
There was no'real "turning.
point" in the game: The lead
stayed well within reach and
most of the time the lead was
within one point of either
team.
Very simply stated, the
Pilots just "hung in there"
with the 'tigers and both
teams exchanged baskets to
the point where they were
forced into the first overtime.
period that this writer has
seen during the current
season.
It would seem that the
Tigers got rattled Tuesday
night.
"If Murray had played their
game we wouldn't have had a
chance," Pilot Coach Darrell
-Wilson said. "Maybe if they
TWO FOR FRANK-Big Fronk Gilliam (52) of the Tigers dum-
ps in two points from the baseline despite being guarded
closely by a Fulton County playa-. The Tigers were upset 67-65
at Fulton County.Tuestley.
(Staff Photos by Barry Drew)
had settled back and made us
play their game they would
have walked all over us. I
think they got tense and forgot
what they were supposed to
do. I just told my boys to hang
in there and maybe we could
upset Murray and we did it."
Ever notice how your spine
Unties when something is
hilfWenizig and you don't know
how it' is going to come out?
That's how it was at Fulton'
County.
As the clock wound down to
41 seconds left in the game the
Pilots had the ball and elected
to take a timeout and let the
Tigers think about it for a little
bit.
quite a few shots from the
field," Coach Miller said. "We
were 26 for 67 from the field
and any time you miss like
that you're going to get beat.
As a team we just couldn't hit
from close in teetight. There
were quite a few five and six-
footers that didn't make it to
the hoop."
Coach Darrell Wilson said
that he was "tickled to death"
with the win. "I told my boys
to just stay in this game and
maybe we could upset
Murray. They really played
over their heads but they
played inapifed basketball."
With the loss at Fulton
County the Tigers now have in
The: defense was inan..-te_._ seaso or'doL 74ancl moir
man as the ball was put in ploy
by Fulton. Ballard Friday.
Man-to-man means just that
and the Tigers got the man
next to the man he was sup-
posed to guard.
Raymond Sims saved the
day as the Pilots let the clock
sag to 10 seconds and he mode
one of his ferret-like-moves
and stole the ball from
Fulton and the official playing
time ended in a 59-59 tie.
In overtime both teams
aveled to foul city. Up and
down the floor they walked
and the score remained close
with no more than three points
between the teams at any
point.
With seven seconds left in
the game Willie Perry ended
up with a- rebounded out-let
pass and put the ball up
toward the basket where
Hudspeth ' was waiting. The
pass was a little stroke that
was just a little bit late, but
just a little too much when the
clock said no time left. -
"What we did was miss
awe, toys
fg ft pf tp
Sims 41 2 5 14
McHugh . 1 1 3 4
3 3 17
Hudspeth 2 2 2 6
Harcourt. 11 5 4 5 14
Richardson 5 0 2 10
Totals 26 13 anus
fgft1,41.• Cowl,
to
ni2inean  5 1 2 11
Winters  2 0 1 4
Warren 7 0 5 14
Akers 2 0 4
Holder  6 1 4 17
Jackson on 0
Oases 3 3 15
Totals 29 9 15 V
Murray 16 16 12 15 6-110
Fulton Co 14 15 14 HI 6-47
*any WO net
11/ fg ft,, pf tp
9Boone 4 1 5
3 0 3 11
BFarrell 
62 1T4
Ilun     2014 
'Washer 
Simmonslliam., 0 0 I 0
2 0 0 4
William. - 
1 0 1





1 0 0 2
WB7rwnlanan 0 0 1 0
Sharp 3 1 4 7
Sledge..   1 1 5 3
Marney
Tatars' 10 211 171 226
3 10 6 19-36








Check These Prices On 'Cushion Belt
Polyglas' See Us This Week And




















RAIN CHECK - If we sell out of your size we will issue you
a rain check, assuring future delivery at the advertised price.
'POLYGLAS' RADIALS -AT LESS-THAN-STEEL PRICES










ER78-14 • $47.90 $2:41.
FR78-14 S.51.80 42.54
GR78-15 $55.45 $2.79
HFI78.- 15 $61.95 $2.96







01170-14 - $51.20. _42.52
GR70-14 $58.25 $3.10
H R70-14 $63.25 $3 32
GR70-15 $60.25 $3.16
. HR70-15. $64.70 $317
8 WAYS TO BUY • Car • Goodyear Revolving Charge • Our Own Customer Credit Plan • Master Charge[la kAmencard • American Express Money Card • Carte Blanche • Diners Club
-
Rowdy Cartwright, Mgr.
See Your indepaiident Dealer For His Price. Prices As Shown At Goodyear Service Stores_
No .Hassle Auto Service Values
Lube & Oil Change;
$488 -Up to 5 its of mapbrand 10,30 trade oil
• Complete chassis lubncation & oil change.
'Helps ensure long wearing parts 8•
smooth„quiet performance e Please phonel
for appointment • Includes light trucks' •
Ask tor our Free Battery Powir,C.beck
Engine Tune-Up
$3688
• Our mecranics elec-
tronically line-tune your
engine • New points
plugs and condenser
• Test chtrging 'start
ing systems adiust
carburetor • Helps
maintain a smooth run
ning engine • Intludes
Dalsun Toyota yw and
light trucks
6 cyl Add 54
8 cyl $2 to,
a, rood
I Brakes Your Choice






Additional pdaerdts extra wheel bearings
e Inspect hy
dr/Wilt system
1 and rotors (does not include rear wheels)
.. C)11 L
4-Wheel Drum-Typo: Install new brake (in
ings all four wheels • Repack front wheel
bearings • Inspect brake hydratilic system
'add iltitd
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
Store Hours: 7:30 A.M. until 6:00 P.M. Dbily - Oro Friday until 8:00 p.m.
-
Y•11,1•••-• ••••••12.rn• • WOO.- .1.1.1/01.1114.010•MIL. • s. $9,1, il•M• • ir...••• •••••  Aserar
Mgr. R. Cortwright
721 S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky.
753-0595
Mgr. T. Younkin Mgr. E.
315W. Broadway sop Jeff








r Vs. ...110,111W. ▪ 'ram, ,10.,12170W111.- amorasord•••••••••pr-••••••••• or.
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  Won SPECIAL
JVIUI .11 FOOD SAVINGS
SUPER MARKET
512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.







SAUSAGE lb  794
PORK CUTLETS lb $ 1 39
Krey Sliced




GROUND BEEF lb 794
Hawaiian Red
PUNCH 46 oz• 554
Stokley fruit
COCKTAIL 17 0194
Chicken Of The Sea






















































ONION RINGS 16 oz. 694
FiskAFro tyirlesSTICKS 1 lb 947 
FROSTY WHIP  5949 oz
Banquet Fried'
CHICKEN 21b.$1189
4 Double Q Pink
SALMON Tall
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iiii.;e ..;i :lilt crops and higher
‘ "I milt )
i ' e tilt Ni14 i/i)t.r for a f 1 ' last year than in 1975, said. That was up only 1 per nloud dollar isspeat_ _ .,__ _That.. shovs. a de4ine- sii-the.. 
_ ported !terns like coffee. ..Sti
hp:. al-Alact k,an fattaly, you .d' --higifor- ' middletnan ' refit from 1975's average of .__ fartners' .6hare of about $351%441 $1,atta for food in. 1976,, ' chaiges accounted for all of $1,876 for the satne prtidact.S. j-rdni the 1975 figures..•.1 • till' Alale oft ure___jjit.___ifie.Fed.se,- -areordiN 
- .-111 1975, by compariso9muti e,
-t-o-- -4-he departmcot said the t per am"ial m4r-ketbaket--"" - , .DcP•o-111 •11:t• That's more A..ricultut•e Department ' cent hiko is the smallest in- per rent or about $126 from But middlemen; who
creasr since 1967.-- . ' . 1974. Higher middleman transport, process andfiL:artts released today.
\ slli-NGL • Al If only $19 miire for a typical U.S. farms, the dePartment tark Abask t food 'last year. the ftxxi.measuie nOW the consumer n e beef pork pOultr and railk
ou eevr paid before, but
!tsi•   .is the
  innearly. deeatle.
The retail' cost of a food
warketbasket produced by
ierican farmers averaged
Dertztg• theoreffeal- figuras',-COM*Uted ,ilted,, 4er aec" ---"* 4"miT'se fartn-Prothteed
"tyPicar -family; whirh thO Agriculture DePartnient •th ..„,,.,`;ncl'ea3e. 'food. nicr(;ased th& share by
-.;overnment figures to have experts, are based on a 65- dos The new analysis showed $.54 to $1,146 in 1976, officials
:$11.2.B9specfsoornsio, odpaiwd maperedecoonrd said- That le,ft.-xani.auinPrs uocery stores-since-it -dots- -f-IStFr in -1977. -the •
dcite•pamil a44"b"Qtnient regularly4€4-uses4heto -feoatnisnueirli reeePve° $749 44 what 
_ _
basiet costs do nit coini;de 1?");Itiet"'"' hell"
with over-all foodeosts, saich ""' Inerook!s to iherost • - • •
couple of y ears.
yearly changes in market- •
include restaurant meals.
the 
The 1976 ma rketbasketLast year, for exaMple, 
department sa1,4 row itacr fil.,ines _indicate farmers have
over,i111 averlitgetli39 Pef-.M194.s. t j
%% hat they produce, ',window-
-A-Nr aiso lossoussaluni...im
p A • • • • ...LAI I I milmill HEIM •II ,Il
b 
- - - I r--°1 r...4 
  I
17-r -13 C- e.1 • • • • r-1_, u... ••• • Li-••••• c. • • 111 II is lio IIN III al III IM mi - ' i im
i • • • • • • WAN • NI II IIII II IS or wii 111 so ow .A
II•111•11110111111"•••• 111102:111•11111•Minq
ome items not exocti as ic tured


















New 60' - 120' Dual Scale for 1977. Now more sensitive
•-goakt-producos.snoce--strurrnrP am.dior
ledge fishing. 120' scale reads at 50 m.p.h. The best is bet-
ter
Limit One ,ecm $1 2995
Cricket Disposable
Butane Lighter
-The Strongest Rod Ever Built"
A combination 'of graphite & fiberglass produces a rod
which- is 50% more sensitive than fiberglass. 300%
stropger than any rod ever .biult. yeu_reptoeetneok
.1- warranty if thisr-rioateealtslirhnefishinglfom an% cause.













For Relief of Colds, Sinus Congestion.
24 Tablets


























T. Badger of the
departmeal. Economic
Research Service said the
"very
preliminary " and subject to
reVision.
.1he niarkielbasket
epresents less than 90 per




IVEREAD1, IVEREAD1 %REAM IVEREAD1
-7 - ,-atzstsettc-dr"--tire, --fttn 71-tt 1( 
ng ess nifJa-gher than in • 75. They •
probably will gain another 3 to
1111 • 1111 
Size C or D
Flashlight -
Batteries
• Reg. 1.294 Batteries 88

































Reg. 8.99 & 9.19
Reduced to
$688














Sizes 898. 10-11' 2
not.. nwlude seafood or  Deparhuent says. 
































Kills germs by millions
on contact. Quart Bottle
(3207.)









For Over Dry Sliin
10 oz. Bettis •
Ora Fix
Denture Adhesive
*reeds bettor old bath dootaros better





Frozen Doors & Trunks
& Wipers
Several Pastel
Shades, Black 8, Brown


















White, Red-White 8. Blue
Reg. 24.97 - 12.00
Reg. 17.97 - 9.00
Reg. 29.97 - 15.00
Reg. 19.97 - 10.00
Reg. 27.97 - 14.00




Reg. Prices...Twin 3.99 I. 4.99,
Pillow Cases 3.99£ 4.99, Queen Size 8.99










Reg. 7.99 & 6.99
$788




'Reg. 7.998. 8.99 Sole 3.0
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Deaths and Funerals . I
Red McClure Dies Funeral Services
Suddenly-Monday Planned Thursday
At Age Of 58 For Mrs. Hooper
. W. Rcdi MeClufe, age
58, Guthrie 'Road, Paris,
Tenn, died Monday afternoon
as he was leaving his job at the
Pais Manufacturing COm-
pany there. The victim of an
Apparent heart attack, he was
taken by ambulance to Henry
County General Hospital and
pronounced dead at 3:45 p. m.
Mr. McClure was born April
. 13, 1918, in Henry County,
Tenn., and was the son of the,
late Clay McClure and Tiny
Coleman McClure. He- was
married in 1546 to the former
Joy Wood who survives.-
,
Survivors include his wife,
Joy, two idaughters„ Mrs.
Sandra Burnette and Miss
Sharon McClure, one son, Clay
-Funeral services for Mrs.
Lucretia Paschall Hooper of
Hazel will be held Thursday at
one p. m. at thefikzel,l,/nited
Methodist Church, • where she
was a member, %Pith the Rev.
Tommy Martin and the Rev.
Paul Clayton officiating. the
church choir will provide the
song service.
Pallbearers will be Hal
McSwain, Ken McSwain, Phil
Byrn, Merrill Wise III, Walter
Paschall, Lowell Calhoun, and
Jack-Newport. Burial will be
e#in the . enyersville Cemetery
with iarringements by the
Mill ,uneral Home of Hazel
Where friends may call.
Emmett Lawson Dies excessive profit
- controlled gas, administratio4
Tuesday; Funeral ,offoais.o.
Administration and industry
experts also said that while




Road,- died Tuesday morning
at his, home. He was 67 years
of age.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Mayme Lawson; three
daughters, Mrs. Janice
Soloman, East Peoria, Ill.,
Mrs. Faye Walker, Paducah,
and Mrs. Norma Baker&
Benton* Route Three; three
sons, Robert Lawson, Calvert
City, Joey Lawson, East
Peoria, Ill., .and Merle
Lawson, Congersville, Ill.;
two sisters, Mrs. Bertha- -
Boswbrth and Mrs. Mettle
Ham, Paducah; fourteen
-Mrs.--Hooper, age 95, died grandchildren.
-Tuesday at two e-. m. at the The funeral is being held
McClure, and one grandson, Westview Nursing Home. Her today at one p. m. at the
Steven Burnettg, all of Paris, husband, Walter Gray chapel of the Collier Funeral
--...Taon:-; -two sisters,_Mr-4.--HooPer-i-died414-July-1954. She HoinBelito_n, Witf_l_thw .Rev . . iri Lt al 171 p It y IN c1S1
Tenn.,_ -Ind -idriv -MarY Lit-. was•die daughter of the late ficiating-.- Burial -follow ifr.- - already scheduled For Friday city -- a policy that guaran- 
These plants arepart of a $4:_. The _ Steve Alexander
100 nuclear-- r package- family, whose home was
David - Hendrickson of-Myrtle -Bretton, Whitlock, was born October 2, 1881, and gas legislation, with hearings _on...aue. falit.sustoort -.itif--41.211r-.1.111r—
brothers, Leonard • McClure, Mary Loree Bray Paschall. subcommittee on energy and freedom and security," 
joint news conference whether nesday night, January 19, will
Brazil is buying. Asked at a destroyed by fire on Wed-
tietan, Paris, Tenn:;•- two John Wesley Paschall and the Dooms Chapel Cemetery. . before the House Commerce ' tees, - with- (inf.- allies, yOur
M Miller a veterans Rep. John Dingell,- D-Mich., 
Mondale said President 
he would go Ahead with the be honored with a shower in
Whitlock, Tenn., and Curtis Survivors • include two _.. 
VA MAN COMING power.
Tina. - ' - . McSwain, Murray, and Mrs. counselor with the flaw++----r- rur the subcommittee chairman, you his determination that the 
part of the deal opposed by the the Multi-Purpose room of the
United*States, Schmidt said Seventh,and Poplar Church of
McClure, Cottage Grove, daughters, Mrs. L. E. (Rubye) . ' ._,_ Carter.•• asked' rite to convey to-
States will not only 
West Germany would continue Christ on Thursday, January
Funeral services .are being Bill (Carrie L.) Paschall, 
Human Resources- Kentucity said the plan would primarily -uni-teo 
-
held today at 2:30 p, m. at the Puryear, Tenn.; three 7-Cm 
f V t . Aff •_ter or te etrhans m airsa , benefit homes and small fulfill its promise to see that 
to fulfill- "the. agreements it 27, at 700 p. m.
will be a . e urr6 y commercial businesses, . not 13crlin survives, but also to go 
entered into along with their Fire destroyed the home
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral grandchildren, Dr. Harold 11
burial to follow In the Birds Mrs. James (Dorothy) Byrn, and Maple, Off .Feb. 3 and Feb.- The natural gas shortage residents flourish, as an ins- 
contractual obligations." - and most of the contents of the
Home, Paris, Tenn., with McSwain, Columbus, Ohio, American Legion 
Home, th large industries. ' further to help this city and its
Creek Cemetery. Murray, and 'Mrs. Merrill 10 to assist veterans and their 
h as shut down industries and portant pail of the Western -





t Margaret) Wise, Jackson
Term.; seven great grand-bftJth ,aS a result states, throwing-Wamiated Mondale's motorcade
• 
children. of their 
military service. He half million workers off their passed clusters of people whowill be availablt for con- jobs at times during the past stopped on the street and
Funeral Is Today
Dies Saturday - -
WOrd has been received-01---Feu Mrs. Bryan
•the death of Willard .Stafford,
resident ofMurray. Route
at the home of a sister, Mra
Charles Farrell of Charleston,
S.- C.
" Mr. Stafford had retired
from his employment-In the
-- Dearborn, Mich.; area and
moved to his home on Murray
Route Four. He had-been in
• Charleston with his brothers
and sisters for some time due
to his failing health. His wife,
Nancy, preceded him in death.
S rvivo s include two
Four, whudierl
daughters and one son in
Dearborn, -Mich.,. area; two
sisters, Mrs. Charles (Katie
Bell) Farrell and Mrs. Carlton
B. (Naomi) ,Buchanan, and
two brothers, L. D. Stafford
and Bill Stafford, all of
Charleston, S. C.
Memorial services were
held Sunday in Charleston, S.
C., but the-funeral and burial
services for Mr. Stafford are
being held in Dearborn, Mich.
Polish is the native language
of more than 30,000,000 people.
It belt-Trigs to the western Sla-
vonic language group.; part of
the Indo-European language
1934. They made their home. in
Chicago until some six years
ago when they moved to Paris,
Term.
Mrs. Bryan is survived by
her hueband, and one brother,
James Odell Minton, Van
Nuys, Calif.









The funeral for Mrs. James
C. (Francis Liatusei—iiryan is
being held today
at the chapel of the Robert&
Funeral Home, Mayfield, with
the Rev. Bill Robbins of-
ficiating. Burial will follow in
the Trinity Cemetery in
Graves County.-
Mrs. Bryan, age 62, died
Monday at one p. m. at the
Westview Nursing Home,
Murray. Her death was due to
multiple sclerosis and she had
been ill for three years. She
wt jaims Bmryeanm _onr Feebruse ry e
1 
4.
Paris Baptist Church. . 
Born in -Mayfield on Sep-
daughter of the late --Walter
and America Reed Minton.
The family moved to Paducah
where She hied-
when she went to Chicago, M.;
where she married James C.
-
tember 7, 1914, she was a
E-7..!!:r.:. :age Mondale Pays Symbolic Visit To
-ease4heuatuilatgaa 
they would not solve it
completely'. -
The plan would allow sale of
natural gas from intrastate
pipelines to interstate
pipelines until next July ,31,
the officials said'
. The intrastate pipeline gas,
,which normally is sold only
within the state where it is
produced, is not-under federal
price -control and sells at a
higher price than the
controlled, interstate gas.
It also would allow the.
government to -allocate the
gas to states hardest hit by the
shortage, which has been
compounded by the current
cold wave throughout the
South and East.
Congress was expected to
art stiriftiy- Sin the erne encv
erlin Wall Today In Germany
BERLIN (AP) - Vice turnout, but siReral hundred deals to prevent nuclear arms
President Walter F. Mondale  people wereiothered at 411.11 .prisluctilliL
pad' a gymbOtic visit to the
Berlin will today and said,
-1.4(e- can -only - pray ‘-that
podiTessmill-see wtsex
this kind of wall will disap-
pear."
Mondale mounted the stand
at the Brandenburg Gate to
look over the wall 50 feet away
into the eastern half of the
divided city.
• to East- 'German guards
stared back thrOugh the gray
usust -at the vice president, his
'aiTes and - West Gernian
r Eureisit Idinister., Hans-
Dietrich Genscher.
Mondale U•ent on to the city
hall, where President Ken-
nedy inade his electr ng ifyi -A
an. a Berliner" declaration in
-1963,.'and told officials: -I ails
iere ... to assure you that
sultation between e hours of




Qt CD., age 14. writes that his ,-.
class at school was discussing
the donating of blood, and he
commented that "we don't 'missy
much about it" He asks for a few
facts.
A: About or* out of,every 20
Americans give a.anit (approx-
imately a Oral of bhiod each
year. Those who give (donors)
are between ages 17 and 64 and
are in good health.
According to the National
Center for Health Statistics,
Rockville, Md.. 6.5 million -
102 m' 'on units
'blood in 1973.
-Blood-is given toawe-free.- -
blood for family and friends.
Most donations are for altruistic .
reasons or to get time off from
work. A more limited number of
donors sell their blood, wane
unti1-1933—ing-a-unit ve or more times-a-
yeart. -
Human blood consists prin-
cipally of four different groups.
tlarth person inherits-a-partici-Pt
tar group, which remains the
same throughout life. Sonic
groups are rarer than others.
Blood of the same group,
usually is used and tested
Itroismatched) in a transfusion
to be certain that the blood from
the dinar and that of the reci-
pient mix sahsfactorily, svithout
any clumping of the blood cells..
Blood that is drawn, but not
used in a trwsfusion, often is not
wasted. It is used* separate out
parts of the blood for other pur-
poses, such as immune globulin.
A healthy person is able to
regenerate new blood in two to
three weeks to replace the small
, amount that is taken out when
-or-stie-dorostet-bloott-Air -
average adult has at least 10
tents as much blood as the
• seldom notices any effects from
the donation.
The donation of blood is a first-_
rate way to help those who are in
need of A transfixion.
Selecting a Mattress
4;1: Mrs. E.H. wants advice
about the 'slection of a mattress
for her child, who has outgrown
his crib.
A: I suggest a firm mattress
with a thestproof antlWaterproof
cover. If all run in the
famlly,...avoid..,kapok and bor-_
sehair-fillings and pillows-filled --
with down.
en towri Femme SN,INIMe.
Agei3P
Sale Sale Sale
All Our Holiday & Early Spring
i.-koret Catalina
Jeannie Duren ,--f() Hardin







10 days. waved. There was no massive
city hall. '6, • The international economic
From West Berlin, the vice situation was the other major
President flew to Rome for topic discussed. Mondale said
- talks with Italied,government
officiils and an audience with
Pope Paul VI; continuing his
10-day tour of major. U.S.
allies in Western Europe and
Japan.
Mondale met for nearly four
hours Tuesday. with West
German Chancellor Behnut
Schmidt and said afterward
chances were - "much,
enhanced" for a -cooperative:*
#okution" -_ to differences
between their governments
over '• the West German
agreement to sell' Brazil
-urAnium •reprocessing and
enrichment plants that could
produce plutonium for nuclear
bombs.
"This does not exclude
additional contractual
obligations being entered into
The Sub-District meeting of
the United Methodist Youth
Fellowship will be held
Thursday, January 27, at 7:00
p. m. at the Dexter-Hardin
United Methodist Church,
located on U. S. Highway 641
North.
AD members and interested
persons are invited and urged
to attend, a spokesman said.
Shower Planned Here
For Alexander Family
Alexander house located on
the Penny-Airport Road.
Members of the family
tie outlined the economic
iiieuare& the _ Carter: ad-
ministration plans to
stin
He said Schmidt agreed that
the United States, West
Germany and Japan, as the
industrial nations with the
healthiest economies, should
"pursue similagly stimulative
packages" that would in-
crease their demand for
imports from other nations.
"We have a very good un-
derstanding on this matter,






Teacher Club will meet
Thrsda1, January-21%-ot
Seven p.m. at the schoor:
Sandra Gallimore,
president of the PTC, said the
Summer Reading Program
for the children will be
discussed and all parents and
interested persons are urged
to attend.
CORRECTION
The former hometown of Dr;
Billy P'Pool, who is now
associated with the Houston-
McDevitt clinic here, was
added. The chancellor ap-
peared te be hinting West
Germany- might accept ad-
ditional restrictions on future.
Sarah, her mother, Wt. Lillie
McAvoy, and her two
children, Larry and Lisa
Cunningham. •
I
in Tuesday's paper due to a
typographical error. Dr.
P'Pool practiced in Cadiz
























RCA Deluxe Table Model
You get XL-100 solid state pelorrtiance with AccuMatic IV
push-button control of color, tint, brightness afid contrast ...
plus Automatic Fine Tuning, lighted channel indicators, and a






'Inch for inch.bne of our best buys ever!
• Loaded with deluxe features, including
AccuMatic IV. Automatic Fine Tuning,
-lighted channel indicators, and block
• matrix picture .tube. Yours now at a
bona fide .5-avings I• -
Model EA353
$348°P
RCA 'Big-Screen Table Model
• You get brilliant, lifelike Color plus XL-100 reltability-with deluxe
features like AccuMatic IV for one-button control of color, tint;
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State Sen. Tom Ward To Direct Task
Force On Welfare In State Of Kentucky
FRANKFORT — Gov.
Julian Carrott has announced
that State Sen. Tiza_Ward of
Versailles would become the
executive director of the
Governor's Task - Force on
Welfare, a broadly-based
citizen-and-professional group
Gov. Carroll will empanel to
study and make recom-
mendations for the most ef-
ficient and responsive uses of
Kentucky's welfare resources.
Sen. Ward, who has
represented Senate District 30
since 1974, will resign that seat
effective Jan. 31, 1977.
_ _Chairman. of—the Senate- .
Committee, on .Cities— during,
the 1976 regular and-spect0 •
sessions of the -Kentucky
General Assembly, Sen. Ward
has also been a member of the
Senate's Health and Welfare
Committee during his three
years in the Senate and served
as vice Chairman of the Senate -
Education Committee, a
position he held since 1974.
"Tom Ward has devoted
most of his adult life to dealing
with problems directly related
  to the-nrls nt- situations. we
_ face in our welfare programs
. daily," Gov. Carroll said. "He
has, as a minister, a teacher, a
lawmaker, and a very con-
cerned and .compassionate
citizen demonstrated tile kind
A barge carrying fuel oil
-t
an d lierosene to Louisville is unable to reach its destination - of-dedication to helping needy
on the frozen Ohio River. Kentuekians which I am





ON MAJ I ' AP ' INCES
3 DAYS ONLY
Television • Radid' • Stereo
Scanners • CB Radios
Tape Players • Electronics
Micro-Wave Ovens














Water Heaters • Air Conditioners
Recliners
LOOK FOR THE GOLD TAG AND SAVE.
"IT'S AS GOOD AS GOLD."
5 WAYS TO BUY:
CASH • OTASCO CREDIT • LAYAWAY
BANKAMERICARD • MASTER CHARGE






effective review of our human
resources effort.
"Tom Ward will work
closely under new Human
Resources Department
Secretary 131,ter Col in
helping the Task Force an
effective inquiry," Gov.
Carroll continued.. "I have
said before that 90 cents of
Senator Tom Ward
'.every Kentucky General Fund
Resources and Education—
just two governmental areas,
but the two most important
areas in terms of human needs
and services. I am determined
that v.e leave no, stone un-
turned to assure those who
pay the bill, the Kentucky
taxpa)er, that our annual
Human RErgbarces ex-
penditure of $1.6 billion dollars
gets the utmost value possible,
and to assure those who need
the service that its deliver),
will be on tune and in the
amou:it due them."
Guk ( arroll acknowledged
that e the Department for
Hur.in Resources was
reorianized along with the
-re..<t- 4 state government more
thiu two years ago, both DHR
employes and those who
require the department's
. strviLes- have-be-en going
t.:-ough a period of trauma.
it has been sort of a testing.
p.,riod for that-restructuring,"
Gov. Carroll said. "I believe
we are now ready to buckle
down and get to some
recommendations for making
our welfare procedures the
most responsive and efficient
that we can, That is what I will
be looking for from the
Welfare Task Force 1 will be
appointing."
Senator Ward said that he is
honored to be designated for
"such an important position in
the Department for Human
Resources, working with my
friend Peter Conn." He said
the request by Gov. Carroll
posed a difficult decision
'beeause the people of the
Thirtieth Senatorial District'
also honored me by electing
me their senator four years
ago. In fact. I had already




"But, although nearly a full-
time job, the role of state
senator is often perceived by
some as , a part-time un-
dertaking, and Gov. Carroll
has asked me to take an im-
portant and extremely
challenging task in an area for
which my training and my
endeavors are most decidedly
suited. I have gratefully ac-
cepted," Ward continued.
Hundreds On Sale! Blouses
JEANS Pants
Sweaters 
00CK EM Our 1,,
'mouth of the mississippi'
along with a special guest
west kentucky livestock and
exposition center college farm road
thursday / 3 february 1977 / 7:30 p.m.
advance general admtsston $3 advance student
admisston. $2 all tickets at the door,on day of show $4
tickets may be purchased at the west kelaucicy livestock and
expoVion center, college farm road, Hbses Dept. Store and - .
Stokes Impliment Co. '
-
for additional ticket information, vrite or call west kentuCk" livestock and exposition center
r:p.rrray state university, murray. kentucky 42071. phone (5021 753-8890
. •
• ....."4.1001141.„,p0...eralt







SINGLE PLY 120 COUNT
Fleece Towels 2
COST CUTTER EXTENDED PRICE SPECIALS:
Whenever we get a special monufactuier's
allowance we pass the savings on to you.
These reductions ore usually good for more
than one week,
Prices effective through February I st










FOR HOME & FAMILY
Fast Pain Relief,





listerine 14 ot Ell 88'
WHITE RAIN
Hair Spray ........'N 994
SOFT 1 GENTLE





Bowl Brush IA 47;
It' .
liertx For Dogs
2-IN-1 FLEA 8 TICK $199
COLLAR  EACH IN
4. e#
•
U.S. Gov't. Graded Choke
"People's Choke" Beef
SIRLOIN
U.S. GOVT GRADED CHOICE BEEF
Shoulder Roast 
U.S. GOVT. GRADED CHOICE ISO BONELESS
BEEF IL HYDRATED SOYA FLOUR MIX 3 LI










gain 4. box 11=1
MID W.th this coupon and 510.00 purchase excluding items
prohibited by law and in addition to cost rot coupon merchant MI
11.11gise Subitioupifilie taxes oil Expires Feb 1st.
1111MI I
COST CUTTER "THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL"!
Each Week deep-cut specials in 'all depor-
tments, plus bonus coupons ,for extro
savings. Cost Cutter This Week's Specials"
signs will locate these volUat.
0.5,0 A. Grade A
Molly Fenno Mixed Ports of
FRYING
CHICKEN
1111•11 ALIA VS.& SCSIIKWIS 44040e6-711VOISCrir














NM wan tnis coupon and ITO purcfictse, erciuding- items
MI Prohibited by low, and in addition to the cost of coupon me-
m.chortdrse Sublect to applicable taxes limit one Expires
..::" U.S. GRADE A
k. EGGS
HEINZ WOW OR WITHOUT BEANS
Chili Fixi  ns







Ns yl wwAI WI hovIIIIISI 1,141 ps“.ses it dn.,ix,supttom Mond E antral se ewt,
adsm.m1 worsoi of solss/Me • MMOMMe Word IS lesowls stImp
Moos, 'AS 10..1 sy te elE. mil. 30 tio” WS GOMNINTFI Moat WI tl








S LBS. CHOICE ROUND STEAK
5 LBS. LEAN PORK STEAK
5 LBS. KROGER GROUND BEEF
5 LBS. FRYER QUARTERS
5 LBS. KROGER WIENERS
5 LBS. PORK SAUSAGE







scupoo arid 510 00 purchase excluding
prohibited try law and in addition to cost of coupon merchon-
















•oword the purchase oft Petit gal of
FRESH ORANGE JUICEimp With this coupon. Limit one. Expires Feb 1st.





7 2 01. 
$219Pkg.
With this coupon Limit 
one,Expiresill if
m;1 111111111111








With this coupon.. Limit one Expires Feb 1st
iiiiIIIIIIIIIIIIiiii
lad.; losiv
11. LOG CABIN 2b4tio.i.
▪ SYRUP
IMMI/ W/th this coupon Lmit one Expires Feb. 1 si
:1111.1a111111111ffil
  of
COST CUTTER COUPON311 Is:
WORTH 1.0(
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How About A Hike In Kentucky In Program To Give Training In Handling Hazardous Spills
Ideal Weather Amid Scenic Beauty?
By Helen Price Stacy
There are places in Ken-
tucky where one can walltfor
miles and miles and see no
snow, feel no extreme cold or
slip on ice. It's a part of the
Commonwealth that bedazzles
visitors with its brilliance and
beauty; it's a part that some
people, including native
Kentuckians, have yet to
discover.
This wonderous part of
Kentucky is its nether world of
caves and caverns. This is not
to imply that certain scenes
and vistas, will not look cold,
for stalactites will resemble a
frozen Cumberland Falls and
stalagmites rising from the
floor will take, lovely,
mysterious shapes much like
ice-sculptured madonnas and
draped, hooded figures.
For all this dazzling beauty
that time and nature create in
soft, gentle geologic folds, the.
tem_perature.....underground
remains around 54 degrees
Fahrenheit (12 Celsius),
which is perfect for hiking yet
"icy-looking" enough for
sweaters and damp enough in
places for light rainwear.
At Mammoth Cave National
Park visitors can travel 360
feet beneath topside weather
and, in comparative comfort,
take a boat trip on Echo River
or walk many miles viewing
magnificent gypsum and
travertine formations.
Along Tygarts Creek in the
' Eastern Kentucky coal belt is
Carter Caves State Resort
Park, well known for its un-
derground system of caves
and caverns. For more than a
hundred years picnickers and-
hiking groups have enjoyed
exploring the labyrinth of
openings and rooms un-
derground, in addition to its
cliffs, rocky gorges, sinking
creeks, wildlife and natural
bridges along with wild-
flowers in season. •
Geologists-sky Carter Caves
State Park near Olive Hill is
within a formation called Lee
sandstone and belongs in
geologic time to the Penn-
sylvania Period or "Coal
Measures" dating to 310
million years ago.
Although Lee sandstone is
ancient, deeper limestones
that help form Carter and
Cascade Caves in Carter
County are older and of the
same geologic structure that
.created the main part of
Mammoth Cave in Barren,
Edmonson and Hart Counties.
Most cave structures in the
Commonwealth offer ad-
venture and education in
geology, zoology and studies
of other worlds that abound in
caves. While all visitors
should hike , or explore only
those caves open to the
public and accompanied by an
experienced guide, the guides
can tell exciting storles about
their trips to the underground.
John Tierney, naturalist at
Carter Caves, has walked the
paths and ledges in this
northeastern Kentucky park
so often he knows his way with
or without a light. He does not
advise this way of traveling
beneath the earth.
There are sections of
Kentucky's caveland in
Western, Eastern and Central
Kentucky where spelunkers
can duck-walk, belly crawl,
hike "Backache .Avenue" all
they want; for those more
claustrophobic, vast cathedral
rooms, rooms with "pipe
oragn.s" or even "Lover's
Leap" are more welcome.
Due to the actual geologic
structure and location of
, caves, most are dangerous in
wet weather and can be
disastrous to visitors in
periods of heavy rain. Always
check with parks, naturalists
or cave managers before
entering.
- 1. • ,
As ‘iell known as most
Kentucky caves are, the
Commonwealth still has
underdeveloped cave regions.,
Some of the better known
cave lands aie Mammoth
Cave, Carter Caves and
Cascade Caverns; Onyx Cave
at Horse Cave; Diamond
Caverns at Park City ;. Crystal
Onyx Cave near Cave City;
Jesse James Cave, Dome
Cave and Slave Cave at Park
Mammoth Resort. There is a
vast network of caves in the
mountainous region near
Whitesburg, and there are
caves at Natural Bridge State
Resort Park in Powell County
and other state parks.
For those who have been
housebound due to snow and
cold, now might be a good
time for a long hike in ideal
weather and temperature
conditions amid scenic
splendor - all of it un-
dergroundill enttie4tY • -
WASH&GTON (AP) —
Kentucky Sens. Wendell Ford
and Walter "Dee" Huddleston
say they will attend the
organizational meeting of-the
state's new federal judicial
selection commission Friday
in Louisville.
• In a joint news release, the
stnators said they will explain
the commission's goals at the
meeting and "emphasize the
importance we place on the
commission - actively seeking





cooperation with the Kentucky
Bar Association.
The conunission will screen
all applicants for federal
judgeships and submit three
to ,five recommendations to
the senators, who, in turn, will













































MARKED DOWN FOR CLEARACE
Tremendous Savings
P. N. HIRSCH & CO.
Olympic Plaza Open 9:30 to 800 Daily 1-5 Sunday
FRANKFORT, Ky. —
there's one thing "that just
plain scares the hell out of
us," JCS an accident involving
' spillage of hazardous
-materials, such as gasoline,
corrosive chemicals or a toxic
gas. •
State Transportation
worth in the Department of
Insurance to go ahead with a
planned ,series of three-day
seminars to be attended by
emergency response per-
sonnel from the state and local
level.
• Roberts said the grant will
cover a substantial portion of
Secretary .-4shaL-Q--Roboarts - -the prograrti's cost. It is being
used that strong language made available out,of federal
here recently as he talked highway _saf funds
about the importance of a new allocated to Kentucky by the
program being organized National iligh*ay Traffic_
through the State Fire Mar- Safetj Administration for the
shal's Office. Partially funded current fiscal year 1.1976-77).
by the Department of Tram- ' ACcording to Bennie Maffet,
sportation, the program will safety coordinator for the
train 300 public safety per- transportation department
sonnel in the . proper which administers the federal
techniques of responding to funds, "this is believed to be
hazardous materials spills, _the first time those funds have
"Any one Of those materials been used for this particular
can kill or injure a lot .01 purpose in Kentucky although
people fast, unless we have the money has been available
enough of the right kind of for. such training programs
people trained to react in a since the federal Highway
hurry," he said. "And I am Safety Act wAs passed fri
glad that we are in a position 1966 "
to lend a hand," he said, In the past, the state has
referring to, a $10,035_ grsiit_Ronsored only one similar
szguedby hint.  prug 'arn to-train public•Safety-
The grant Will allow State personnel in the emergency












materials spills. That is an
annual, three-day course
conducted in conjunction with
the state's Fire School
_Program, held each June at
the University of Kentucky in
:Lexington.
"With the great increase
that Kentucky now .is ex-
periencing in the number of
trucks, trains and barges that
haul hazardous materials in
and through our state," said
IVIaffet, "comes the • com-
panion rise in the risk of ac-
cidents."
The training program
planned by the Fire Marshal's
office "Ala work to increase
our preparedness it and when
such accidents may occur," -
he added.
Southworth said that the
seminars will be attended by
industrial personnel, as well






























receive training in medical
care for the injured,






Southworth said the first


























The care of convalescents and invalids
con be easier for you, better for them
with our sickroom supplies. Hospital
beds, walkers, .wheel choirs, crutchel,

























































'COMEAtt AND rEfT -'MR, DORNFELD OUR STORE MANAGER
AND TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THESE
BARGAINS!!
U.S. Choke Boneless




1 lb. Pkg. 939
Fresh Water
CATFISH STEAKS lb. $129
U.S. Choke Boneless
SIRLOIN TIP ROAST lb. '1'8
Beef
MINUTE STEAKS lb. 1'8
Boneless









HOT DOG FRANKS 12 oz. Pkg." 6.9`
Smokey Hollow
BONELESS HAMS. . . . (Hau of whew) Lb.
Fresh Sliced
BEEF LIVER  lb. 494•
•
GROUND BEEF 4Lbs.OrMore Lb.














Big John's Super Tender
US
CHOICE
Complete Fore Quarter Cats
Complete Hind Quarter Cuts
• Guaranteed Tender Every Time
Cat & Wrapped Free
Lb.
THERE'S ALWAYS LOTS OF
450 int
... .' ., 1 .
Big John's Fresh Baked Treats Are
MIXED & BAKED RIGHT BEFORE YOUR EYES!!!
7

















Winner of $100.00 Sob. Morgan
Jiff, Pot Never Less Than $100.00
Big John's Family Dinner
Includes:
9 Pos. Chicken $4 5 9
s Potatoes









IS YOUR CAR PUNCHED?
•
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Crisp
Green
PEPPERS 3 for si°°
6111111111611111101100110111419111101111
3 Heads
U.S. No. 1 Yellow
SWEET POTATOES 3 lbs. sl" POPCORN 
"•"""
e-,
Every Health & Beauty Aid At Big John's Is
Big John
Fleish man
EGG BEATERS P1 89(
Lipton or Nestea •
INSTANT TEA 3 oz. far $119





















EHyde Park Pink Cold
84 oz. 8(:"  DEODORANT SOAP. 701. Bar 5 for '1"
.. No. 300 Size 49' Crinkle Cat
me,sociwg":,,












With Each $3.00 Purchase
3 24 oz. 8Loaves
Hyde Park
BROWNIE MIX 22 or. Box 89'
----- 2 lb. Bag
••••••••••
Shasta
DIET SODAS 6 12 or_ Cans 99*
Gold Medal Plain or Self Rising With Coupon
5 lb. Bag 59t.......•••••••••
OPEN
7 DAYS A WEEK
Heart Neer:: 7 a.m. HI 12 Midnight
!le tr tr irargEnniKin.j!
....-', -.i.
Cold Medal")
r---- Plain of SelfsRis.ingF_-
- R 59Bag
_ Offer Expires 211177
di 11.‘1,11,lioutnam000ill,ilillill
_ . Twin Pack 79 Value
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••• ". .
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GuidehnesForSeparated,DivorcedParents KENTUCKY EDUCATIONAL TV4600 COOPER 
DR.C.EXINGTON, KY. 40502
I CI 1 CT./lion t a k
. .1151/1 to NeParitttid
.111,1 „itIV4rl'ell parent5 liT
• 1.uniing Children as depen-
•'. nts on tax returns. the In-
oil Ilevernie Ser‘ire
Nil, t one parent ran
ea. 11 child as an
•--ve-r•ri t rtnt— rt
rout!), It,: it .•euerally.
It af the child for
(h. . hr part ot the sear is
cotit to,ttie dependeno•
tom '
Tn.I lii .aid there may be
tptl cli to the rule based
terms of the dei•ree and
.h•• Anionrit rontributt d to the
Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS. DOWN
' Snake 1 Swiss river
4 Gasp for . 2 Endurance
• breath 3 P‘incluation
8 Kiln mark




• 5 Most point
unusual 7 Tendency
.7 Moray 8 Lubricate
' 9 Article 9 Paid notice
20 Light rain 10 Inclination
























































upport 1.)) the parent
ii itt N cut UtitOdY .
e a determination of-
(kpendency is made under
these rules, the same deter-
mination applies in Other
iireas requiring' dependency,
such as medical expense
deductiorii, according to the
The •free IRS Publication
501, Your Exempt-ions and
Exemptions for Dependents,"
• oven; claiming -children as a
dependency deduction and-can
he obtained by filling out the
lsandy order blank appearing
III the instructions portion of






































































































 _( WAS PANS-0)140U, IT !Y-
YOKO,M -44a6s4c-E: GOOD, I'LL GO
.,EVIbcgs4 FLEA6LEJL--:} Goep,ATcH
Bowling Green  WKOEI 63
Covington  WCVN 64
Elizabethtown  WKZT 23
Hazard WKHA 36
Lexington-Richmond.  WKLE 46
Louisville  WKMJ 68
Madisonville WKMA 35
Morehead WKMR 38
Murray-Mayfield. , , — , WKMU 21'1"-- • ...., .









6:30/5:30 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC David's stepfather
puts him to -- Wcirk in London
where he meets Mr Micawber.
(R. from Sat.) (Captioned)
7:00/6:00 GED SERIES
"MATH IX Angles 81 Peri
Miters"
73076730 CROCKETT'S -VIC -
TORY GARDEN How to spot a
od seed catalog and how- to




Marsh, of "Masterpiece Thea-
tre," and the Moppets focusing
on the best from "Sesame
Street" and the "Electric Corn-
.
r04/8 : 00 V I SfONS •
-Two Brothers" Art old&
brother tries desperately to help












6:30/5:30 LILIAS, YOGA &
YOU
7:00/6:00 GETTING ON
The. Getyng Together Group
talks about re-marriage and
romance in later life. (Caption-
ed/
7:30/6:30 COMMENT ON
KENTUCKY Newsmen and -hu-
manists discuss issues of 'moor-
- - •
600.0 NL.5 Tki5
-54E 5v5 5 .5 TR6FFI.E5.
L..EAVlNE• • COME ocxeN
BEF OPE '1011 FALL'r
Owenton  PS
Patron* 
Somerset  WKSO 29
TRANSLATORS
Baroouivill• 12












lifestyles and customs of people
living in Appalachia.
10:30/9:30 WOMAN









10:00/900 ONCE UPON A
- "CLASSIC -
10:34/9 :306412TE AC H I NG ELE-
MENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE
(R. from Tues.)
11:00/10:00 BREAD & BUT-
TERFLIES Teacher In-Service
11:30/10:30 CAREER EDU-




FANCY "Color Mixing" Making
'a color wheel-end how to mix-e
wide range of colors.
1:00/12:00 NEW SHAPES:
EDUCATION
1:30/12:30 PBS MOVIE THEA-
TER "Mother" Pudovkin's si-
lent classic uses a father, son
and mother to personify- the
forces in the abortive 1905




TIVE ON THE NEWS
4:30/3:30 COMMENT ON
KENTUCKY IR. from Fri.)
(Signed for the deaf I
5:00/4:00 NOVA "The First
Signs Of Washoe" Story of
Washoe) the chimp, who learned
to coMmunicare with people
through American Sign Lan-
guage. IR. from Wed.) (Cap-
tioned)














Weekly television magazine for
young people. (R. from Tues.)
7:30/6:30 ONCE ,UPON A
CLASSIC David lives in Mr.
Wickfield's house while attend-









"Bee Gees & Yvonne Elliman"
11:00/10:00 MONTY
PYTHON'S FLYING CIRCUS
2:00/1:00 p.m. GREAT PER-
FORMANCES "Artur Rubin-
stein At 90" Birthday celebra-
tion will include an interview
and Rubinstein.playing Greig's







TORY GARDEN H4)114 to grow





BODY'S 'BUSINESS "The Busi.
nets Firm" .
7:30/6:30 KENTUCKY MAGA-
ZINE "Fixin' To Tell About
Jack". Appalshop film with Rick
Hicks, a mountain farmer, tell-
in gli traditional folk tales, or
"Jack's Tales," to a group of
children.
8:00/7:00 EVENING AT SYM-
PHONY Colin Davis, guest con-




"Laugh A Little Louder Please"
James and Georgina, caught up
in the hysterical gaily of the
early 1920's, give a wild fancy-
dress party which ends in tra-
gedy-
10:00/9:00 ONEDIN LINE
. Wiluarbiu Take . Al tor his
voyage to the States, James has
to decide what he will do with
the proceeds from the sale of
The cotton cargo.
3:30/2:30 p.ris. GED SERIES











MINDS,Srr Thomas „Moore is
Questioned as famous personal.
ties from the past meet to dis•




VIVAL KIT "Auto Repair
Learn how to avoid needless
auto repair bills and how to be





















FRENCH CHEF "Quiche Lor-
raine & Co." Julia Child makes
two clifferent quiches by adding
different ingredients and fl00,-,
ing to a basic mixture.
8:00/7:00 COPLAND ON
AMERICA Aaron Copland con-
ducts the Minnesota Orchestra
end chats with the audience.
9:30/8:30 PBS MOVIE THEA-
TER Russian Classics "Storm
Over Asia" V.I. Pudovkin's pro-
pagandist melodrama about a
Mongol fur trapper whom for-
eign powers set up as a puppet
ruler in Mongolia in 1918.
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 2
Eastern/Central Time 









6:30/5:30 L1LIAS, YOGA 'a
YOU
7:00/6:00 MD "Hypertension"
Discussion of high blood pres-
sure with host Dr. Norman M.
Kaplan, University of Texas
Health Center, Dallas.
7:30/6:30 KENTUCKY MAGA-
ZINE "Elkin' To Tell About
Jack" (R. from Sun.)
8:00/7:00 NOVA "The Sun-
spot Mystery- Scientists are
claiming that when the sun loses
its spots the Earth gets vary,
very cold, And the sun seems to
be losing its spots right now.
9:00/8:00 GREAT PERFOR-
MANCES "Salome" Karl Bohm
conducts the Vienna Philhar.
monic in Richard Strauss' one•
op opera based on the play by
Oscar Wilde.
Mrs. Millard Fillnkre died
less than a month, after her 
. husband left office, 'having con 
_
--
tracted a chill while attending






25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was on
January 24, 1977 filed by
Vera Heater, exec. of
Estate of Everett P.
Heater, Dec'd and that
the.- same has been
approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on, or before
Feb. 20, 1877 or be
forever barred. Witness











25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was on
January 24, 1977 filed by
Joan Cooper, Adm. of
Estate of Lowell Cooper,
Dec'd and that the same
has been approved by
the .Calloway County
Court and ordered filed
to lie ' ovef for ex-
ceptions. Any person
desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
so on or before Feb. 28,
1977 or be forever
barred. Witness my









Fire . . . 753-1441








Senior Citizens . 753-0929
Needline  153-NEED






requested to check the
first4nsertion of ods for
Correction This
newspoper will be
responsible . Jor only
one incorrect insertion,
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE-
LY SO, PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM-
PTLY IN CASE OF AN
ERROR
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sebscribers who hew poet
received their bane-delivered
copy of lbw klwrnri lodger a
Times by 5:30 p. m. Neseday.
Friday or by 3:30 p. m. iii Sec-
days ere greed to cell 753-1916
between 5:30 p. on. end 6 p. ni.,
Iderriley-Fridey, sr 3:30 p. et.
eild 4 p. rne. leterdays, te ignore
delivery of the newspaper. C.ells
;nest be *wed by 6pm, neeti.







given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was on Jan. 24,
1977 filed by Thomas W.
Brown, Adm. of Estate
of William 0. Spencer,
Dec'd. and that the
same has been approved
by the Calloway County
Court and ordered filed
to lie over for ex-
ceptions. Any person
desiring 16--Itte- any
exception thereto will do
so on or before Feb. 28,
1977 or be forever
barred. Witness my










". Sections 25.195 and
- 25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was on Jan. 24,
" 1977 filed by Gus
Robertson, Jr., Exec. of
Estate of Mary J.
Swann, Dec'd. and that
the same has been
approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before •
Feb. 28, 1977 or be
forever barred. Witness











25.2: Notice is hereby
'given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was on
January 24, 1977 filed-by
- Dorothy S. Browder,
Exec. of Estate of
Charles T. Browder,
Dec'd, and that the
same has been approved
by the Calloway County
Court and ordered filed
to lie over for ex-
ceptions. Any person
desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
so on or before Feb. 28,
1977 or be forever
barred. Witness my











25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was on
January 24, 1977 filed by
Phyllis Garland, Adm.
of Estate of Ruby
Ganger, Dec'd. and that
the same haS been
approved by the
Calloway County-Court
arid ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on Or before
Feb. 28, 1977 or be
forever barred. Witness






By Judith Ainley, D. ç.
ADVERTISING
DEADLINES








submitted by 12 noon
the day before
publication.
That's our sign up *we. In
colorifs blot and gold. You'll be
seeing it Iron now on. look fail
whoever you're looking la the
ben real elate listing and ser-
vice in Murray and Calloway
County.
PREVENT FREEZING
IN ZRIEF (OLD ChlrIPS
VIrr,









you to bring your
Volkswagon, Porsche,





bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
Size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. FaSt service.
Artrraft, 118 South 12th, ,
753-0035. " Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
Notice
Due to the inclement
weather the NEW
CONCORD GROCE-
RY will deliver to
people in the New
Concord area, who










For Only A Dollar
...And That Includes
Coffee And Tax!
One Buck Gets It
All...At Peikins.




Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street, Monday-
Thursday 7:30-11:30:
-Friday & Saturday 7: 30-
3 : 30. Appointment at






PAIN 19 THE MURRAY, Ky., LIKIK 4 TIMIS, Wadi*Id". Jenliert* 1977
2. Notice
DO YOU believe the Holy
Bible is God's inspired
word? Would you like to
learn more about God's
plan for you? Call 753-
0984. It is not a recor-




, Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Ca11153-1272.





Chestnut is having a
Heat Wave Sale.- Ono
group decorators
pillows, all toilet seats,
all shower curtains, all
candles, all tablecloths,
'02 Price. All designer
sheets reduced 40 per


























with tag. Contact Don
Keller, 753-4498.
•
LOST FOUR YEAR old
male German Shepherd.•






male or female. Full-
time or part-time. Apply




Part Time at home. Age
and Education no
barrier. Send self ad-
dressed stamped en-
velope. King, Box 233
UM Mantua, N. J. 08051.
A NEW OPENING for full
time salesperson for
local retail store in
downtown Murray.
Experience preferred















, AT, „ _HOMI in
spare time earn $250.00
per ..1000 stuffing en-










We offer the right lob
for you After extensive
testing, well place you
in a career field that
fits your aptitudes, and
give you full credit for
VOW experience at your
discharge You'll like
the great pay and the


























business or if you are
opening a new business
with companion lines.
Call Cecil Hudson, 317-































14 Want To Buy







L *PRESCRIPTIONS*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE





inpirtiAiai. Male Or Ferber*, needed full OF part-time to dis-
tnbute world famous KOCtilt Ii1111 and other photo products
through company established locations Make this pour
year for mdependence 14995 00 Investment Guaranteed 12
month merchanchse repurchase agreement •
CALL Mr Marlin (Toll Free) 1-11100-64111200or Collect A11144220.1751
Moodily to F;Iday. 9 em lo0pm. Sot Cans to p.rn. 5.5.1
Or WM* FIRESTONE PHOTO CO.,
FIRESTONE BUILDING • SINCE 11146




Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.
COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold.
Call 763-9232.
15 Articles For Sale
BATH TUB EN-
_CIOSURE kits. Mar-
bleized and solid colors
can be installed by
amateur. Murray
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.
DILL ELECTRIC has
furnace blower motors













mattress. One year old,
like new. Three crank
model. Walnut head and
foot board. Call 753-9909
after 6, 753-2683.
-LOFTY PILE, free from
soil is the carpet cleaned
with Blue- Lustre, rent
electric shampooer. Big
K, Bel Aire -.Shopping
Center.
_WING SET, good con-.
dition. Call 753-4757.
DINETTE SET with six
chairs. $40. Call 753-2963.
AVAILABLE NOW.
Urethane foam. AA_
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.








and Service, 500 Maple




NEED,. GRAIN BINS, a
grain dryer, a new steel
building, grain cleaner




FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs, Cali AAA Fence



















organs. Rent ti3- pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee.
•
"IF WALTER KROKIKITE SA`6;THAT't.,









made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.















buy, sell or horsetrade,
607 South 4th. Call 436-
2575.







ment. Inquire at Kellys





ment for 2, 3 or 4
college girls. Close to
campus. Phone 753-
5865 or 753-5108.
33 Rooms For Rent
ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 436-,
2510.
34. Houses For Rent
FURNISHED HOUSE for1973 12 x 60 trailer for college boys. 3%arlablesale. Also one trailer for now. Call 753-340 or 762-rent. Call 753-3473. '2701  
12 x 65 2 BEDROOM,
ffiltfi, living room, kit-
chen. Call 7534418.
12 x 70 1974 NEW MOON.
Two bedrooms, 1 and 34
baths, all electric. Call
753-4548 after 5 p. m.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOME for rent.
Call 753-9104 or 753-9822.
TWO BEDROOM _trailer
located at Shady Oaks
Trailer Ct. Call 489-2533.
TWO BEDROOM mobile
me. Excellent con-
tilt*. Electric. $80 for
- single c .for couple.
Call 753-821,6.
MOB/LE' HOMES' and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
" Ca11753-3280.




Murray. See or call
James Sills, 753-0798.
32 Apartments For Rent










„Central heat and air.

















bath, central heat and
air, 33i miles East of
Murray. $175 month.
Call 753-6648




nished brick. $150 a
month. Near campus.
Call 753-7698 between 5-7
p. m. M-F
FOR RENT_ _ _-__FLVE
ROOM HOUSE. Bath,
upstairs., Off 94 East
near 1.441 Highway. Call
753-9673.
COUNTRY HOME,. 30
acres. Three bedroom, 6
buildings, February 1.
References Call '153-
- 259+ after 9 p. rn.
36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR LEASE - Building,





months, $65 Call 753-
8333.
COCKER SPANIELS.




puppies, 6 weeks old.
Call 1527-8433.
REGISTERED
LABRADORS, $1 0 0
each. Registration
papers being processed.





i lime ala,bargain price.
ome 1 is well-
onstructed and in
has 2 bedrooms,
bath, livign room and
kitchen. Located on
quiet street in nice
neighb rhood. Also,
outside sç,rage building.
Priced at only $12,750.
Don't delay, call us
today on this excellent
buy. KOF.TERUD
REALTY, 753-1222. . .
43 Real Estate
TWO ACRES OF land
east Of Alm° on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.
FOR SALE - 80 acres,




HAMLIN, KY. a house
and one acre of land on
Ky 444 and McFarlane
Road-Good well and
septic system. Many
large trees for a nice
shady homesite. Call
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main St.,
753-0101 or Pam
Rodgers, 753-7116.
-COZY- COMFORT- -is the
word for this attractive
three bedroom brick
veneer home OnWtioded
corner lot in Westwood
Subdivision. City water
and sewer, 2 baths, all
built-ins in kitchen,
central heat and air,
patio, 2 car garage with
double roncrete
driveway. New and
ready for someone to
move right in. You will
love ,the up-to-the-
minute appointments.






homes up to the 2Irs.
Come by Wilson
fissirance and Real
Estate, across from the
putt' office or call 753-
3263.
WANT TO MOVE OUT?
Three bedroom brick in





wall to wall carpeting in
all rooms, built-in kit-
chen with one wall
brick. Central heat and
air, and attached
-garage: Large utility
room, could be used as
study. Priced in upper
30's. Call KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222. We
work in all kinds of
weather.
BOYD-MAJORS REAL
ESTATE, 105 N. 12th St.
is a progressive real
estate firm offering
professional & ethical
service. Call one of our
qualified, experienced
Sales Staff today at 753-
8080,
REA LTY) RS
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7511651
46 Homes For Sale
HOLYSE-AND-110T, 407 N: •
3rd Street, Murray, Ky.
Elsie Bizzell,
4418. Price, $7,500.
BIG HOUSE for family,











BY OWNEB - 456 South fith
Street. Brick, P-2 baths. Up-
stairs - 3 bedtoorns, storage
room, wall to wall carpet
Two bedroorru downstairs.
large !ming room, den. kit-
chen and throng room.
Glassed front porch with
heat_ Double glanclosed
bock porch 2 fir ces. one
gas log Large full basement
carpeted. tt2 bath. tour
separate rooms, laundry
roam, one kitchen sink.
shown Double car garage
with 'extra room in back,
conuil etely insulated.
Do paved driveway, one
brick outbuilding, fruit















Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753-
E128.
30, IN. HIGH trail mini
bike. Great Christmas
Gift. Good price. Call
753-73p.
_
GOOD USED MUD 'and




manifold. Can be seen at
109 South 12th.
49 Used Cars 8 Trucks
FOR SALE 1970 Buick
Electra 225 has all
power and air, cruise
control. Extra clean car.
$1575. Also have 1958
Ethel Pacer with rebuilt
engine and refinished
body, $600. If interested
call 753-6564.
1968 ts TON PICKUP. V-8
good condition, .$700.
Call 753-2290.
1974 VEGA GT, air
condition, new tires. FM





Grand Torino, 2 door,
$1275.93. Call 901-642-




air, bucket seats, AM-
FM stereo tape. 350 four
barrel.- Call 489-2666.
1971 TORINO, air, new
tires, good condition,
one owner. $1150. Call
753-6257.






engine, air and 2 new
tires. Excellent con-
dition. $3,695. Call 753-
8149 after 3 p. m.
1972 CADILLAC El
Dorado, sun roof, AM-




van, mag wheels, 8





Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
1. Services Offered
DRIVEWAYS WHITE




SLARS now. t.a11 Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for






Doug Taylor at 753-2310






WILL DO inside or out-





ficient service. NO job




work needs_ call John




1977 CAVA RO, AM 753-1495.
stereo. Sifcylinder. One
month old. Call 767-2550. PAINTING interior and
exterior. Texture ceiling
1968 CHEVROLET, _6_ _aqd _skeetrock finishing.
cylinder, standard. $150. Tin Ralph Worley, 753-
Call 753-0085. 0708.
1974 VOLVO station













chain, etc. Top condition
mechanically. Ready
(or another 60,000 miles
trouble free tran-
sportation. Book value,
$875. First $825 takes it.




power . and air.
Automatic, tape player,
vinyl roof, one owner.
Call 753-6534.
1979 GMC 3,4 TON. Heavy







Good tires. 36,000 actual
miles. Call \53-9413 after
6:30 p. m.
1969 DODGE 34 ton
pickup, y4 automatic. 2
ton Ford, 197rwith grain
bed. Both in good con-
dition. Call 492-8877.
1971 . DODGE VAN, 6
cylinder, automatic, 34
ton. Call 435-4113 after 6.
GLASS REPAIR WORK
for storm windows and
doors. Window glass,
mirrors, and auto glass
replacement. M and G
Complete Glass,
Dixieland Shopping















rates. Hour or contract.
Call 753-0.391.
TILE • TILE - TILE.
Complete patio ad
porches, brick and tile,
showers, entrance,
kitchens. Call J. R.
Hamilton, 753-850e.
ELECTRICAL -WIRING





of electric- heat, air-
condition, appliances,
Water pumps, water













bank gravel. Call 436-
2306.
FOR A_ FREE estimate
on all stump removal.







by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor









Don 753-9268 till 4 p. rn.
EXPERT BUILDING
and remodeling - one
cabinet to complete





Hickory and oak. Call






struction Co., Route 2,
• Box 409 A Paducah', Ky.
42001. 'Phone day or
night 442-7026.
54 Free Column
SIX SMALL puppies and









1425.00 op, floored, reedy re use. Ale ono", ye, Wag es
he es 6300.10. Is I up to 21 s 60 ttesidord, bet Pm/
Noy site Deeded. Bey the beet far less.
CANTON Wm PORTABLE BUILDINGS 75.349111 
Absolute Auction Sole
Saturday, Jai. 29 at 10 a.m. 823 E. Wood Street,
Paris, Tenn. At the White Auto Store.
This is a continued sale from Jan. 22nd. Will
have all day salt. Tires, tools, appliances, toys,
dolls, guns, shOwcases, all fixtures, filing
cabinet, picnic boxes, lots of paint and brushes,
hundreds of items not. listed. Dcin't miss it! Sale
held rain or shine ki good warm Wilding.
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QUART JAR 794 -


















































U.S. CHOICE. ARM CUT
SHOULDER ROAST Lb. 98'
U.S. CHOICE•BONELESS
CHUCK ROAST Lb. $ 1 18
BRYAN'S*3 L. CAN






























this week did not








this week did not






































POTATO CHIPS•9 oz. TWIN PAK
PRINGLES 
DEL MONTE•NO. 21: CAN
PEAR HALVES 
DEL MONTE•NO. 2' : CAN
FRUIT COCKTAIL 
Hd. 39

















WITH A DELICATE LATICE
